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Abstract 
 
Numerous studies have shown that speakers are sensitive to phonotactic structures which are 
absent in their native language (Berent & Shimron 1997; Davidson 2000; Moreton 2002; Coetzee 
2004; Berent et al. 2006; Albright 2006, 2007). For instance, first language speakers have 
sonority-related preferences for consonant-consonant onset clusters in nonce words despite the 
lack of lexical evidence (Davidson 2000; Berent et al. 2006). With respect to the second language 
acquisition of consonant clusters, it is shown that not all new clusters are equally difficult for 
second language learners (Broselow & Finer 1991; Eckman & Iverson 1993; Carlisle 1997, 1998; 
Hancin-Bhatt & Bhatt 1997). However, apart from Berent et al. (2006), most of the studies on 
phonotactics are based on production rather than perception. It is not clear whether the preferences 
for certain phonotactic structures are due to articulatory limitations or to phonological grammars. 
Therefore, perception tasks were conducted in this study.  
 
Following the minimal violation model of Pater (2004), according to which the role of the 
phonological grammar in perception is to regulate the markedness of representations based on the 
acoustic signal, marked structures will be regulated to a larger extent than less marked ones. Given 
the fact that Mandarin Chinese does not allow any complex onsets while Dutch does so, the current 
study examines the sensitivity of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners to 
the markedness of illegal Dutch onset clusters (tl-, dl-; pm-, km-; fm-, xm-). Experiment 1 tested 
whether Mandarin Chinese of Dutch and Dutch native listeners had accurate perceptions of Dutch 
/l/ and /r/. Experiment 2, a syllable number judgment task, examined the effect of vowel epenthesis. 
Experiments 3 and 4 were comparative wordlikeness judgment tasks, in which the listeners were 
asked to select a form which was more Dutch-like within a pair of nonce words.  
 
The results of the perception tasks suggest that Mandarin Chinese of Dutch and Dutch native 
listeners have different hidden phonotactic knowledge about the illegal Dutch onset clusters. 
Sonority-wise, markedness constraints play a very important role in both groups of listeners’ 
perception grammar. Interestingly, the OCP [COR, -cont] constraint is only active in Dutch native 
listeners’ perception grammar, not Mandarin Chinese. Strikingly, although all the Mandarin 
Chinese listeners in the tasks were advanced learners of Dutch, they still use their L1 phonotactic 
grammar to perceive L2 phonotactics. I will adopt Coetzee’s (2004) proposal for comparative 
tableaux, which is that input ~ output mappings show the learners’ preferences for certain 
phonotactic structures in comparative wordlikeness judgment tasks. In the present study, I will 
propose that the hidden phonotactic knowledge of Mandarin Chinese of Dutch and Dutch native 
listeners can be accounted for by the comparisons of surface ~ lexicon mappings in the 
comparative perception tableau. In Mandarin Chinese listeners’ perception grammar, the 
sonority-wise markedness constraints are still ranked higher than the faithfulness constraints in 
perception. In contrast, in Dutch native listeners’ perception grammar, the faithfulness constraints 
in perception always outrank the markedness constraints (including sonority-wise constraints and 
the OCP constraint), which might be due to their rich linguistic experience with the consonant 
clusters. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 
Phonotactic knowledge determines what possible and impossible sound sequences in words are. 
Numerous studies have shown that first language (henceforth, L1) learners (including young 
infants) are sensitive to the statistical structure of phonotactic input (e.g., Dell, Reed, Adam & 
Meyer 2000; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport 1996). Moreover, native speakers also demonstrate 
sensitivity to certain phonotactic sequences which are absent in their native language, and this 
sensitivity is referred to as hidden phonotactic knowledge in this thesis (Berent & Shimron 1997; 
Itô & Mester 1999; Davidson 2000; Hayes 2000; Coetzee 2004; Hammond 2004; Berent et al. 
2006). Yet, second language (henceforth, L2) learners’ hidden knowledge has not been sufficiently 
studied. In order to probe L2 learners’ hidden phonotactic knowledge, this thesis examines the 
sensitivity of Mandarin Chinese learners of L2 Dutch to the markedness of Dutch unattested 
consonant-consonant (henceforth, CC) onset clusters in the framework of Optimality Theory 
(henceforth, OT; McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004; Kager 1999; 
McCarthy 2002). The goals of this thesis are to investigate 1) whether Mandarin Chinese listeners 
of Dutch and Dutch native listeners have hidden phonotactic knowledge about Dutch unattested 
onset clusters; if so, 2) whether sonority distance determines the hidden phonotactic knowledge of 
the unattested CC onset clusters; and so, 3) to what extent, hidden phonotactic knowledge of L1 
Mandarin Chinese listeners of L2 Dutch differs from that of L1 Dutch natives’. 
 
OT (McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004) will be the theoretical 
framework of analysis of this thesis. A grammar in OT consists of a set of ranked constraints which 
are innate and universal. Languages differ in the rankings of these constraints, and the strength of a 
certain constraint in a certain language is determined by its ranking. What the language learner has 
to do is to acquire the ranking of these constraints. Richness of the Base, one of the central 
principles in OT, suggests that the final state of the grammar of language learners has hidden 
ranking to non-native input, yielding a partial nativised output (Smolensky 1996). Much research 
has shown that in L2 language acquisition, the initial state grammar of L2 learners equals the final 
state of their native language grammar (Broselow & Finer 1991; Archibald 1993; Pater 1997; 
Broselow, Chen, & Wang 1998; Broselow & Xu 2004 among others). Thus, the initial state of L2 
grammar for Mandarin Chinese learners of Dutch in question in this thesis is the final state of the 
grammar of their L1. The main issue in this thesis is whether they have hidden phonotactic 
knowledge in their L2.  
 
Previous research suggests that L1 speakers have sonority-related preferences on CC clusters in 
nonce words despite the lack of lexical evidence (Davidson 2000; Berent et al. 2006). Moreover, 
studies of the L2 acquisition of consonant clusters have shown that not all new clusters are equally 
difficult for L2 learners (Broselow & Finer 1991; Eckman & Iverson 1993; Carlisle 1997, 1998). 
However, apart from the study of Berent et al. (2006), these studies are based on production rather 
than perception; therefore the preferences obtained might be due to articulatory limitations rather 
than grammatical markedness. Following the proposal of Pater (2004), according to which 
markedness constraints guide the mappings from the raw acoustic signal to the lexical 
representation, I will assume that sonority-based markedness constraints play a role in the 
perception of unattested Dutch CC onset clusters by Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and 
Dutch native listeners. When the phonotactic knowledge of L2 listeners increases, certain 
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markedness constraints are demoted below faithfulness constraints. In contrast, for Dutch native 
listeners, specific faithfulness constraints in perception always outrank the sonority-based 
markedness constraints due to their rich linguistic experience with the consonant clusters. 
Following Coetzee (2004), I will propose that both L1 and L2 listeners have hidden phonotactic 
knowledge by presenting how the possible candidates are related to each other in the OT perception 
comparative tableau.  
 
In the present study, four perception tasks were. Experiment 1 tested whether the participants had 
misperceptions of Dutch /l/ and /r/, especially to the unattested Dutch CC onset clusters tl- and dl-. 
A syllable number judgment task which required subjects to determine how many syllables they 
had heard was conducted in Experiment 2, in which the effect of vowel epenthesis was investigated. 
Experiment 3 and 4 were comparative wordlikeness judgment tasks, in which the subjects were 
asked to select the form which was more Dutch-like within a pair of nonce words.  
 
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background in L1 and L2 
phonology, including an introduction to OT, Richness of the Base, followed by a review of the 
literature about phonotactic acquisition and a discussion of onset clusters in Dutch and Chinese and 
the relevant constraints. Chapter 3 presents the research questions, the hypotheses, and the 
predictions of the current study. Four experiments, including the procedure and the results of each 
experiment, are presented Chapter 4-6. Chapter 7 contains general discussion based on the results 
of these experiments. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, summarizing the major findings and giving 
suggestions for further research.  
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2. Background 
 
 
In this chapter, OT (McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004; Kager 1999; 
McCarthy 2002) and one of its central principles, Richness of the Base (Prince & Smolensky 
1993/2004; Smolensky 1996) are reviewed in section 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. In particular, 
perception in OT is discussed by comparing different perception models in section 2.3. Moreover, 
in section 2.4 phonological constraints such as the Minimal Sonority Distance (henceforth, MSD; 
Broselow & Finer 1991) and the Obligatory Contour Principle (henceforth, OCP; Leben 1973; 
McCarthy 1986) are discussed in order to assess the markedness of the onset clusters used in the 
experiments in this thesis. Research into the phonological acquisition in L1 and L2 is reviewed in 
section 2.5. A discussion of the syllable structures of Dutch (section 2.6) and Chinese (section 2.7) 
shows that Dutch tolerates onset clusters with sonority distance of 1 or larger, whereas Mandarin 
Chinese does not allow any onset clusters. Finally, section 2.8 contains the relevant constraints for 
onset clusters are presented on the basis of the structures of the two languages.  
 
 

2.1 Optimality Theory        

 
According to OT, the grammar of a language consists of a set of constraints which are ranked 
hierarchically. This set of the constraints is presumed to be innate and universal. There are two 
types of constraints in OT, faithfulness constraints and markedness constraints. Faithfulness 
constraints require the preservation of input structures, yielding identity between the output and its 
input. On the other hand, markedness constraints define the universal and language-specific 
unmarked structures, requiring structurally well-formed outputs. The ranking of the constraints 
determines the interaction of these two types of constraints. Constraints are violable, and possible 
output candidates are evaluated in terms of the seriousness of violations they incur.  
 
In the framework of OT, the generation of an output is schematically represented in the form of a 
tableau, in which the candidates for an input structure are evaluated (see Kager 1999 for a detailed 
introduction). The optimal output is the candidate which incurs the least serious violations. A 
sample tableau is given in the following to illustrate the OT mechanism.  
 
(1) Sample tableau 
 

Input Constraint 1 Constraint 2 Constraint 3 
� A   * 
    B  *!  
    C *!   
    …    

                        
Three components of the OT grammar, the LEXICON, the GENERATOR (Gen) and the EVALUATOR 
(Eval), can be illustrated by the tableau above. With regard to a certain input, there are an infinite 
number of output candidates, which are produced by Gen. They are listed in the leftmost column in 
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the sample tableau above. These output candidates are evaluated simultaneously by the set of 
ranked constraints, which select the optimal candidate. In (1), all violations are marked by an 
asterisk ‘*’. Candidate (A) with a sign of ‘�’, is selected as the optimal output, since it only 
violates the lowest-ranking constraint (i.e. constraint 3). Candidates (B) and (C) are ruled out 
because they fatally violate the higher-ranked constraints. In the OT tableaux, fatal violations are 
indicated by an exclamation mark ‘!’.  
 
Compared to earlier phonological theories, for instance rule-based phonological theories, 
constraint-based OT has advantages in explaining cross-linguistic universal structures and 
typological variations (Kager 1999). It is argued that all languages have the same set of universal 
constraints, while the differences between languages lie in the different rankings of these 
constraints.  
 
 

2.2 Richness of the Base  

 

One of the principles of OT is Richness of the Base (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004, 1995). This 
principle reflects the central assumption that OT is a highly output-oriented grammatical theory. It 
requires that systematic differences in inventories arise from different constraint rankings but not 
different inputs. It is proposed in Prince & Smolensky (1993: 191), and later defined by Smolensky 
(1996b) as follows: 
 

(2) The source of all systematic cross-linguistic variation is constraint reranking. In 
particular, the set of inputs to the grammars of all languages is the same. The 
grammatical inventories of a language are the outputs which emerge from the 
grammar when it is fed the universal set of all possible inputs.  

 
This principle asserts that there is no other locus but the output constraints from which 
language-particular patterns can derive. Particularly, the input is not such a locus according to this 
principle. The OT analysis of a certain language must consider a set of inputs to the grammar – the 
base (all universally possible inputs) – that is as rich as possible. For instance, English does not 
have any words which begin with the velar nasal ŋ. It must be the case that the English grammar 
forces all of the outputs to obey the prohibition on initial ŋ, which means that no corresponding 
output of the English grammar would be ŋ-initial, even if there were inputs with the initial velar 
nasal ŋ. Within OT acquisition theory, there are two stages of the grammar that have to be 
discussed, namely the initial state and final state.  
 

2.2.1 The initial state 

 
The language learner re-ranks the constraints in the face of input data (Tesar & Smolensky 1993, 
1998a, 1998b, 2000), but what is the initial ranking of constraints? It is assumed that constraints in 
OT are innate, so these constraints are presented in the initial state of the grammar. Richness of the 
Base, which is related to the learnability of the languages, entails that markedness constraints must 
outrank faithfulness constraints in the initial state, or certain languages would not be learnable 
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(Smolensky 1996b).  
 
This assumption of M >> F was sketched by Davidson, Jusczyk & Smolensky (2004) in terms of 
illustrating with the example of word-initial ŋ. The markedness constraint Mŋ is violated by 
ŋ-initial words; whereas the faithfulness constraint Fŋ requires identity between the input and the 
output. What is the exact ranking of the relevant markedness and faithfulness constraints for the 
learner? Three cases are considered. The first case is Vietnamese which has ŋ-initial words, which 
results in a marked inventory. The presence of ŋ-initial words tells the learner that the ranking must 
be Fŋ >> Mŋ. Only under this ranking, the marked structure in question − ŋ-initial − words are 
allowed in this language. The second case has the target ranking of Mŋ >> Fŋ, which yields an 
unmarked inventory with alternation. This inventory is evidenced by a hypothetical language 
which is called English’. In this language, there are words like sing [siŋ] and singer [si.nɚ]. ŋ is 
pronounced as in real English sing, while in the pronunciation of singer, the nasal is pronounced 
the coronal nasal - n. The alternation between ŋ and n tells the learner that Fŋ is lower ranked than 
Mŋ in order to prohibit the ŋ in onset position. The last case, called an unmarked inventory without 
alternation, is illustrated by real English grammar. There is no alternation between ŋ and n, but 
according to Richness of the Base, the initial ranking must be Mŋ >> Fŋ. Since there are no English 
words that begin with ŋ and no alternatives, both Mŋ and Fŋ are always satisfied, and thus the 
learner does not have to choose between satisfying Mŋ and satisfying Fŋ and always produces the 
correct outputs. In this case, the learner is not forced to drive constraint re-ranking.  From the 
analyses of these three cases, the following conclusion can be drawn: in the initial state, 
markedness constraints must outrank faithfulness constraints. Only if the language provides overt 
evidence contradicting this ranking (the first case), will the reverse ranking be posited.  
 
As for the ranking of M >> F, there is plenty additional evidence from the analysis of the data of 
child phonology within the OT framework supporting it (Demuth 1995; Levelt 1995; Levelt & Van 
de Vijver 2004; Pater & Paradis 1996). With the ranking of Markedness dominating Faithfulness 
(M >> F), only the unmarked structures will remain, because the markedness constraints produce 
the optimal forms only if higher ranked faithfulness constraints require them. However, there are 
no higher-ranked faithfulness constraints in the initial state. In addition, Hayes (2004) and Prince & 
Tesar (2004) argue that the ranking of Mŋ >> Fŋ in Richness of the Base is not limited to the initial 
state. They propose several mechanisms to demonstrate that the ranking of Mŋ >> Fŋ can be 
continually imposed by a learning algorithm which reinstates this aspect of the initial state, unless 
there is positive evidence provided by the presence of marked structures in the target language.   
 

2.2.2 The initial state in production and perception 

 
Smolensky (1996a) has extended the discussion of the assumption of the initial state (M >> F) with 
respect to both production and perception. Considering the discrepancy between children’s highly 
unfaithful productions and relatively rich faithful perceptions, it was hypothesized that the child 
must have two grammars (e.g., Menn & Matthei 1992). Smolensky (1996a) argues against this 
view and shows that the gap between production and perception follows from this very nature. In 
production, the structures sharing the same underlying forms compete; while in comprehension, 
the structures sharing the same surface forms compete.  
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In the example provided by Smolensky (1996a), the mappings of candidates in production and 
perception are illustrated. Moreover, the optimal output is demonstrated under the ranking of M >> 
F.  
 
(3) Grammar: NO CODA, *DORS, … >> PARSE, FILL, …(U: underlying form; S: surface form) 
     Candidates competing in production: 
     � (a) U: /kæt/         S: [ta]              Structure: [<kæ>t{a}] 
          (b) U: /kæt/         S: [kæt]           Structure: [kæt] 
     Candidates competing in comprehension: 
          (c) U: /skæti/      S: [kæt]           Structure: [<s>kæt<i>] 
     � (d) U: /kæt/         S: [kæt]           Structure: [kæt] 
 
Among the constraints, markedness constraints are structural constraints such as NO CODA, *DORS, 
and faithfulness constraints, such as PARSE, FILL. In production, (3a) is optimal, in spite of the 
violations of faithfulness constraints which are low-ranked in the hierarchy, involving the deletion 
of kæ (indicated by ‘< >’) and the insertion of a (indicated by ‘{ }’). However, these violations are 
not fatal; because the faithful candidate (3b) violates the high-ranked markedness constraints 
which are more serious in this hierarchy. In comprehension, the same grammar is applied. (3c) and 
(3d) both violate markedness constraints, but faithfulness constraints against deletion between 
underlying form and surface form would choose (3d) over (3c). According to Smolensky (1996a), 
the mapping between underlying form and surface form is always faithful.  
 
Nonetheless, this model cannot explain the development of perception competence or the 
development of production competence by the proposal of Smolensky (1996a). Children at 6 
months demonstrate the perceptual magnet effect (Kuhl 1991, 1995). They can discriminate tokens 
which are not very close to the phonemic norms in their ambient language relatively well, although 
they only show relatively poor ability to distinguish the tokens which are close to the phonemic 
norms. Werker & Tees (1984) and Werker & Lalonde (1988) claimed that at 8 to 10 months, babies 
start to have difficulties in distinguishing phonetically similar pairs that do not exist in their 
language. This shows that the perceptual systems of infants undergo development, gradually losing 
the ability to distinguish sounds which are non-contrastive in their native language. As for 
production, it is certain that adults can produce more marked structures than children because of 
the development of the production competence. In section 2.3, some other relevant proposals 
(Boersma 1998; Pater 2004) about the interaction between perception and production will be 
discussed. On the basis of the comparisons of these proposals, the model (Pater 2004) will be 
adopted in this thesis.   
 

2.2.3 The final state  

 
The final state of the grammar is the grammar which follows immediately from Richness of the 
Base. It can be defined as follows (Davidson, Jusczyk & Smolensky 2004: 337): 
 
(4) [t]he constraint ranking of an adult who has mastered English always outputs a form consistent 
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with the general patterns of English.1 
 
According to (4), if there is an illegal input given to native English speakers, and if Richness of the 
Base is correct, then the language users will always produce a legal English output by modifying 
the illegal input in accordance with the native rankings.  
 
The final state of the grammar has been studied in many areas, such as loanword adaptation and L2 
acquisition. Yet most of the studies only concerned the aspect of production. For instance, 
loanword adaptation which manifests itself most overtly in production is one of the case studies. 
Loanword adaptation is the process of matching a non-native input with a native output. 
Adaptation takes place in the following Dutch examples which are loans from English: wiet 
(marihuana) for 'weed', b[εt]mínton for 'bádminton'. One of the Dutch phonological rules of 
Syllable Final Devoicing is evidenced by the adaptations above. There are many studies which 
show that during the process of loanwords adaptation, some non-native inputs are repaired by the 
native grammar, whereas others are systematically left untouched (e.g., Yip 1993, Itô and Mester 
1995b). Therefore, the final grammar of the language does not treat all non-native input equally, 
which allows us to see the hidden rankings in the final state of the grammar.  
 
One of the most remarkable characteristics of hidden ranking in the final state of the grammar is the 
phenomenon of partial ranking, shown by floating faithfulness constraints. Itô and Mester (1995) 
gave a very good analysis of Japanese loanwords from Chinese by exploiting the mixed structure of 
Markedness/Faithfulness in the OT framework. According to their analysis, there are some 
constraints that are higher ranked among all the constraints in Japanese. Such cases involve the 
general ranking of M1 >> M2 >> F >> M3 in which, for example,  
 
(5) (a) M1   No voiced geminates 
     (b) M2    No unvoiced obstruents following a nasal 
     (c) F       Voicing of input segments must be preserved in the output – IDENT ([VOICE]) 
     (d) M3    No Coda 
 
Yet there is no positive evidence to for the relative ranking of M1 and M2 in Japanese, and the 
ranking might just as well be reversed to M2 >> M1 >> F >> M3, without empirical differences. 
From this evidence alone, it might be concluded that Japanese has the partial ranking:  
 
(6) {M1, M2} >> F >> M3  
 
There is evidence from loanword adaptation which shows that M1 and M2 must be ranked. 
However, suppose that the faithfulness constraint F can sometimes be moved up in rank, with the 
consequence that the more faithful foreign input will be produced. Nevertheless, there are still 
some markedness constraints like M1 which are still higher ranked than the promoted F, so the 
output will be partially nativised. Accordingly, in processing Chinese inputs, the hidden ranking of 
M1 and M2 might become deducible. If the faithfulness constraints are allowed to be promoted to a 
higher ranked position in the hierarchy, say between M1 and M2, then the ranking will be the 

                                                 
1 Davidson, Jusczyk & Smolensky (2004) use the English language as the research target language in their paper. But 
naturally the definition is not restrictive to English.  
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ranking:  
 
(7) M1 >> F >> M2 >> M3. 
 
By means of a floating faithfulness constraint (Reynolds 1994; Nagy & Reynolds 1997; Boersma 
1998; Boersma & Hayes 1999 among others), the hidden ranking between M1 and M2 shown in (7) 
reveals the covert distinction among illegal Japanese forms, although there was no positive 
evidence for it in Japanese lexicon at that point. Moreover, this hidden ranking provides a more 
accurate ranking than the partial ranking in (6).  
 
The final state of the grammar is often considered in studies of L2 acquisition as well. It is claimed 
that for L2 learners, the initial state of L2 acquisition is the final state of their L1 grammar 
(Broselow & Finer 1991; Archibald 1993; Pater 1997; Broselow, Chen, & Wang 1998; Broselow 
& Xu 2004 among others). Accordingly, it is assumed that the learners gradually promote 
faithfulness constraints, in order to account for early L2 productions and the effects of L1 on the 
initial state of L2 acquisition. In the study of Broselow, Chen, & Wang (1998; it is discussed again 
in section 2.5.2 to discuss L1 transfer in L2 phonology), it is asserted that learners’ initial state 
grammar is their native language grammar. They proposed a model, stating that a Mandarin 
Chinese speaker would begin to construct an interlanguage grammar based on the native language 
ranking under the pressure of the positive evidence which indicates that some markedness 
constraints would not be ranked dominantly in the target language. For instance, when a Chinese 
learner encounters the presence of English words with obstruent codas, which indicates that NO 
OBS CODA (Syllable codas may not contain obstruents) is not a dominant constraint in the target 
language, he or she will demote the constraint, NO OBS CODA, under the faithfulness constraints.  
 
 

2.3 Perception in OT 

 
In OT, constraint interaction yields different grammars which are language specific. The hierarchy 
of the constraints determines which candidate is optimal. This theory has been traditionally 
adopted to explain aspects of language production. With respect to this traditional theoretical 
mechanism, the input is the underlying form (or lexical representation), and the output of the 
grammar is the phonetic representation of what the speaker produces. In this thesis, however, OT 
will be used to account for language perception. In the perception-based OT model, the input is 
what the listener hears, viz. the acoustic input; and the optimal candidate, namely the output, is 
what the listener perceives. Proposals of perception grammar have been advocated in recent years 
(Smolensky 1996a; Boersma 1998; Hayes 2004; Pater 2004). A debate on whether perception 
grammar and production grammar are one or two grammars generally results in two different 
models. Smolensky (1996a) and Pater (2004) argue that perception and production can be 
explained with one grammar (discussed above in section 2.2.2). On the other hand, two other 
models suggest that these two grammars are separate (Boersma 1998; Hayes 2004). The proposal 
of Smolensky (1996a) will not be adopted in this thesis, for it cannot account for the development 
of competence of perception and production of learners as discussed in section 2.2.2. The 
perception grammar in Hayes (2004) will not be discussed in this thesis, because the grammar only 
models the learning process in phonological acquisition at the early stages. In the following, the 
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models of Boersma (1998) and Pater (2004) will be presented. I will compare the two models and 
argue that the model proposed by Pater (2004) is more suitable to account for the acquisition of 
Dutch CC onset clusters by Mandarin Chinese learners of L2 Dutch.  
 

2.3.1 Boersma (1998)  

 
In response to Smolensky (1996a), Boersma (1998) argues that it is necessary to have a separate 
perception grammar in phonological acquisition. Instead of combining two grammars, however, 
three Optimality-Theoretic grammars are involved in the grammar model of Functional Phonology 
in order to account for the development of language acquisition more precisely and formally. They 
are production grammar, perception grammar, and recognition grammar. The production grammar 
accounts for the linguistic task of the speaker, i.e. production; whereas the other two grammars are 
the two consecutive mappings which constitute the linguistic task of the listener, namely 
comprehension.  
 
In the following, the three grammars will be presented (for a more detailed discussion, see Boersma 
1999, 2000, 2005). Firstly, the production grammar is used by the speaker to map underlying forms 
to phonetic forms. In this grammar, articulatory constraints (ART) evaluate each articulatory output 
(i.e. a set of timed articulatory gestures), and faithfulness constraints (FAITH) minimize perceptual 
confusions by evaluating the similarity between perceptual specification (underlying form) and 
perception output. Secondly, the recognition grammar maps the discrete output of the perception 
grammar to underlying lexical forms, within which the constraints are considered to evaluate the 
lexical and semantic underlying form (*LEX and FAITH). Thirdly, the perception grammar is 
needed in this grammar model not only as a part of the speech production process of the speaker, 
but also as a step in the comprehension process of the listener. Constraints, such as *CATEG 
(phonological feature values) and *WARP (phonological feature closeness to the acoustic event) 
classify the acoustic input into a finite number of perceptual categories. Phonological feature 
combinations are evaluated by constraints such as OCP (the Obligatory Contour Principle) and LCC 
(Line Crossing Constraint). Accordingly, the perception grammar is not equal to comprehension 
(Smolensky 1996a; Hayes 2004; Pater 2004). Its task is stated as follows (Boersma 2000: 2).  
 

(8) The task of the perception grammar is to abstract raw acoustic materials, with its             
dependence on the age, sex, physiology, and state of the speaker, on room acoustics 
and the weather, and on some more random-like causes of variation, into a more 
reproducible (probably discrete) representation that is more suited for lexical access 
and that can, for purpose of learning, be compared with the output of the listener’s 
own production grammar.  

 
According to the statement of (8), the crucial point about the perception grammar in this model is 
that it is phonetically-driven (Hayes 2002; Escudero & Boersma 2004). This model is not adopted 
to account for hidden phonotactic knowledge of L2 learners in this thesis for three reasons. First, 
the concept of optimality-theoretic perception grammar in this model is not the same as that of the 
perception grammar in this thesis. This thesis focuses on the phonotactic acquisition at the 
phonological level, not at the phonetic level. Second, the role of the perception grammar is to 
assign each input segment to an underlying phoneme category after the listener receives the 
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acoustic input, which is a one-to-one mapping. Accordingly, this model cannot account for 
variations (one-to-many mappings). Third, in this grammar model, misperceptions are based on a 
very crucial aspect that listeners must be able to perceive each acoustic input. Considering that 
language learners might use different strategies (such as vowel epenthesis versus phoneme deletion) 
to regulate a non-native input, more than one optimal output (i.e. variation) will be yielded. If 
learners use the strategy of phoneme deletion, this model will fail to explain the outputs with 
missing phonemes.  
 

2.3.2 Pater (2004)  

 
The following model proposed by Pater (2004) is used to account for the study of this thesis, since 
this model can explain the perception grammar not only of Dutch native speakers’ but also of 
Mandarin Chinese learners of L2 Dutch. Additionally, it can explain the differences between L1 
and L2 perception grammars.  
 
2.3.3.1 Minimal violation across perception and production 

 
Following Smolensky (1996a), the proposal advocated by Pater (2004) adapts OT in order to 
model the development of the perception and production in phonology with a single grammar. 
Much research suggests that there is a gap between receptive and productive development of 
children (Echols & Newport 1992; Fikkert 1994; Jusczyk et al. 1999 among others). The proposal 
of Hayes (2004) considers the gap between receptive and productive development of children as 
evidence for the existence of two separate grammars. Nonetheless, the studies of Stager & Werker 
(1997) and Werker & Stager (2000) provide evidence that children can perceive the consonantal 
place distinction ([bI] vs. [dI]) in phonetic representations while they have not encoded this in 
lexical representations. It was found that the lexical representations that children construct in the 
early stage are reduced in segmental complexity in contrast to what they can perceive. But as their 
competence of production becomes better, the more complex lexical representations will be 
constructed. Only unmarked structures are permitted in the initial stage both in the perception and 
production domains. ‘What remains to be determined is the extent to which the restrictions on the 
segmental complexity of early lexical representations exactly mirror the ones that apply to early 
productions’ (Pater 2004: 225). Therefore, it can be convincingly argued that there are parallels 
between the development of perception and production.  
 
In order to capture both the perception/production parallels and their differences, a model 
containing constraints which are minimally violated across perception and production is proposed. 
In this model, the parallels are due to the same markedness constraints which play a role in both 
domains; while the differences can be accounted for by introducing perception specific faithfulness 
constraints. Pater (2004) employed a prosodic example (truncation) to illustrate the course of 
development of the grammar of the language learner. The phonological grammar that appears 
twice in the model, once between the perceived form(s) and the stored representation(s), and once 
between the stored representation(s) and produced form(s), is used to regulate the structure. This 
adult grammar is demonstrated in the diagram in the following (Pater 2004: 228): 
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(9)      Perceived form                    Stored form                     Produced form 
          −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 
                   gərádʒ  → Grammar  → gərádʒ  →  Grammar  → gərádʒ 
 
In (9), the input [gərádʒ] goes through the adult grammar two times, once in perception and once in 
production, yielding a perfectly faithful output. In perception, the input is the perceived form 
(surface form), while the output is the stored form (lexical form) which is also the input in 
production. Correspondingly, the output of production is the produced form. Two faithfulness 
constraints which are specified to apply either to the Surface-to-Lexical mapping of perception 
(Faith (SL)), or to the Lexical-to-Surface of production (Faith (LS)) are invoked in order to deal 
with the discrepancies in the degree of complexity allowed for forms accessed in the two domains. 
In the following tableaux, the three stages which capture the differences between the receptive and 
productive development are shown, with different rankings of the faithfulness constraints with 
respect to the posited markedness constraints. As for this particular prosodic example, the 
markedness constraint employed here is WORD SIZE and the faithfulness constraints are MAX (SL) 
and MAX (LS). The three constraints are stated as follows (Pater 2004): 
 
(10) WORD SIZE   A word is made up of a single trochee 
        MAX (SL)   If the input is a surface form, every segment of the input has a correspondent 
                            in the output  
        MAX (LS)   If the input is a lexical form, every segment of the input has a correspondent  
                           in the output  
  
(11) Stage 1 – Fully satisfied markedness constraint 

                a) MARKEDNESS >> FAITH (SL), FAITH (LS): perception 
S: gərádʒ WORD SIZE    MAX (SL)  MAX (LS)  
�L1 [[gádʒ]Ft]PrWd  **  
   L2 [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd *!   

  
                b) MARKEDNESS >> FAITH (SL), FAITH (LS): production 

L: [[gádʒ]Ft]PrWd WORD SIZE    MAX (SL)  MAX (LS)  
�S1 [ [gádʒ]Ft]PrWd    
   S2 [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd *! **  

 
(12) Stage 2 – Minimally violated markedness constraint 
                     a) FAITH (SL) >> MARKEDNESS >> FAITH (LS): perception 

S: gərádʒ MAX (SL) WORD SIZE    MAX (LS)  
     L1 [[gádʒ]Ft]PrWd **!   
� L2 [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd  *  

                     
                     b) FAITH (SL) >> MARKEDNESS >> FAITH (LS): production 

L: [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd MAX (SL) WORD SIZE    MAX (LS)  
�S1 [[gádʒ]Ft]PrWd   ** 
   S2 [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd  *!  
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(13) Stage 3 – ‘Inactive’ markedness constraint 
                      a) FAITH (SL), FAITH (LS) >> MARKEDNESS: perception 

S: gərádʒ MAX (SL) MAX (LS) WORD SIZE    
    L1 [[gádʒ]Ft]PrWd  **!  
�L2 [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd   * 

  
                    b) FAITH (SL), FAITH (LS) >> MARKEDNESS: production 

L: [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd MAX (SL) MAX (LS) WORD SIZE    
    S1 [ [gádʒ]Ft]PrWd  **!  
�S2 [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd   * 

 
The initial state grammar of phonological acquisition is shown in the tableaux in (11). In this stage, 
the ranking in which the markedness constraint dominates both faithfulness constraints both in 
comprehension and production results in reduced structures in both domains. The first tableau in 
(12) illustrates the development of receptive competence by promoting the comprehension specific 
faithfulness constraint (FAITH (SL)) above the structural constraint, in which the faithful 
perceptive representation [gə[rádʒ]Ft]PrWd is stored in the lexicon. The second tableau in (12) 
derives the later development of the productive competence by the lower ranking of the production 
specific faithfulness constraint (FAITH (LS)). The result of this ranking is that only the unmarked 
form [[gádʒ]Ft]PrWd is represented in surface form. The tableaux in (13) characterize the adult 
grammar in which the marked structures are permitted.  
 
 

2.4 Phonological grammars of the markedness of onset clusters 

 
Phonotactic knowledge endows native speakers with the ability to judge the well-formedness of a 
novel form in the language. The classic example of judging the well-formedness contrast of blick 
and bnick in English discussed by Chomsky & Halle (1968) is cited numerous times in the 
literature. English native speakers typically think blick would be a possible word while bnick 
would be impossible in English. The source of this distinction is still far from clear. Some people 
have argued that it is because of lexicon probability (i.e., phonological similarity to existing words) 
of these two words. English has more words that begin with #bl, but there are no words starting 
with #bn. Another view is that the acceptability of a new word is determined by the phonological 
grammars. On this view, the preference for blick could be explained by the sonority profile of the 
syllables (Clements 1990; Blevins 1995). Moreover, Bailey & Hahn (2001) claim that both factors, 
the lexicon and the phonotactic probability, play a role in native speakers’ judgments of 
wordlikeness. In their study, they found that the subjects’ ratings reflect effects that are due to 
lexical probability and phonotactic probability and that the lexical effects play a major role when 
the subjects made their judgments. In this section, two phonological grammars of markedness of 
onset clusters relevant in this thesis will be considered, the MSD and the OCP.  
 

2.4.1 The Minimal Sonority Distance  

 
Before introducing the MSD, issues of the sonority profile and the sonority scale will be discussed. 
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Sonority is a scalar property of segments correlated with acoustic intensity (Ladefoged 1975). For 
example, louder segments, such as l and r are more sonorous than quieter segments such as p and t. 
The Sonority Sequencing Principle (henceforth, SSP; Clements 1990) which describes the 
tendencies in terms of a number of syllable laws is presented in (14). Additionally, the sonority 
scale as a dimension which can distinguish the classes of segments is shown in (15): 
 
(14) Sonority Sequencing Principle:  
The sonority of a syllable increases from the beginning of the syllable onwards, and decreases from 
the beginning of the peak onwards. 
 
(15) A sonority scale 
Vowel/glide              Liquids              Nasals                 Fricatives                 Stops 
a,e/ w,j                      l, r                      m, n                     f, s, v, z                    p, b, t, d, k, g 
More sonorous                ←——————————————→                Less sonorous 
 
According to the sonority scale, CC onset clusters could have three types: sonority rise, sonority 
plateau and sonority fall. However, only sonority rise is allowed under the SSP. Of interest is that 
languages that tolerate rare profiles tend to tolerate more frequent ones as well. Typological 
hypotheses regarding sonority profiles assumed by many linguists (Blevins 1995; Steriade 2003; 
Smolensky 2006 etc.) are demonstrated in (16). 
 
(16) In any given language: 
       (a) The presence of a small sonority rise in the onset implies that of a larger one.  
       (b) The presence of a sonority plateau in the onset implies that of some sonority rise. 
       (c) The presence of a sonority fall in the onset implies that of a plateau.  
 
The survey of onset clusters (Greenberg 1978) shows that the hypotheses above so far are true 
(remarkably few counter-examples occur). However, only the CC onset clusters with sonority rise 
are relevant here, although the target language Dutch also tolerates sonority fall, i.e. the s-stop 
combinations (will be discussed in the section 2.4 in details).  
 
Assuming the principles of (14) and (15), Broselow & Finer (1991) have proposed the Minimal 
Sonority Distance, which is applied to evaluate the markedness value of the CC onset clusters 
involved in the current study. Their study, which tests the acquisition of English consonant clusters 
differing in degrees of markedness by L2 English learners of L1 Korean and L1 Japanese, shows 
that the MSD is supported. Each class of consonants is assigned a position in a scale according to 
the Sonority Index (Selkirk 1982).  
 
(17) Sonority Index  
       Class           Scale 
       Stops             1 
       Fricatives      2 
       Nasals           3 
       Liquids         4 
       Glides           5 
 
Under the hypothesis of the MSD, it is assumed that languages which require a greater sonority 
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difference in sonority between adjacent segments will have fewer kinds of consonant clusters in 
onset position, and vice versa. If the sonority distance (henceforth, SD) in onset position is 5, the 
language will have the most restrictive parameter setting, which yields the least marked segments; 
only single consonants are allowed. If the distance is 0, the clusters will be the most marked; any 
combination which obeys the sonority hierarchy is possible. Importantly, onset clusters of falling 
sonority are more marked than any clusters of rising or plateau distance, because they have 
sonority distances which are less than 0, namely minus sonority distances. 
 
In this thesis, the unattested Dutch CC onset clusters with three different SDs (=1, 2, 3) are under 
investigation. They are plosive-liquid (SD= 3), plosive-nasal (SD=2) and fricative-nasal (SD=1). 
By applying the MSD, the plosive-liquid combination is the least marked with the largest sonority 
distance, whereas the fricative-nasal combination is the most marked one with the smallest 
sonority distance.  
 

2.4.2 The Obligatory Contour Principle 

  
Another related phonological constraint is the OCP (Leben 1973; McCarthy 1986), which prohibits 
adjacent identical segmental specifications. Additionally, a set of more specific OCP constraints 
are required, which are violated only by segments that are identical in certain ways (McCarthy 
1988, Selkirk 1991, Padgett 1995). McCarthy (1988) addressed a group of OCP-Place constraints 
which are specified for consonantal place, in order to account for Arabic verbal morphology, which 
can be represented by separating the vowels and consonants of the word form onto different 
autosegmental tiers. Accordingly, the concept of ‘adjacent’ in these OCP-Place constraints is about 
consonantal tiers without counting vowels in.  
 
(18) OCP-LAB              Adjacent labials are prohibited 
       OCP-DOR              Adjacent dorsals are prohibited 
       OCP-PHAR            Adjacent pharyngeals are prohibited 
       OCP-COR [αSON]  Adjacent coronals agreeing in [+/− sonorant] are prohibited 
 
Moreover, the concept of ‘adjacent’ can be interpreted as consonant-consonant combinations, 
namely when there is no vowel in between. An elaborated set of OCP-COR constraints is advocated 
in order to account for the asymmetry restrictions between fricative-plosive and plosive-fricative 
combinations (Rose 2000, Pater & Coetzee 2005). 
 
(19) OCP-COR                    No adjacent coronals 
       OCP-COR [+SON]           No adjacent coronal sonorants 
       OCP-COR [−SON]           No adjacent coronal obstruents 
        OCP-COR [−SON] [αCONT]    No adjacent coronal obstruents agreeing in continuancy 
 
Interestingly, in many languages, the complex onset clusters which have the combination of labial 
plosive-liquid are permitted. However, the coronal plosive-liquid onset clusters are prohibited. For 
example, English allows the onset clusters in (20a), (20b), and (20c), but prohibits the ones in 
(20d). 
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(20)   a. /pl/, /bl/               e.g. plead, bleed, plank, blank 
         b. /pr/, /br/               e.g. prey, bray, pram, brim 
         c. /tr/, /dr/                e.g. train, drain, tram, dram  
         d. */tl/, */dl/                   
 
Why are the clusters */tl/ and */dl/ banned? To derive this we need an extra constraint such as the 
following (of Bradley2006): 
 
(21) OCP [COR, −cont]       
       In an onset cluster, adjacent coronal noncontinuant segments are prohibited.  
 
According to (21), any clusters that consist of coronal plosive followed by a coronal lateral are 
banned, whereas coronal plosive-rhotic combinations, such as /tr/ and /dr/, are permitted, since 
rhotics are continuants.  
 
 

2.5 Previous studies about phonotactic knowledge 

  
The aim of this section is to provide a basic understanding of many studies that were conducted 
specifically to investigate the nature of phonotactic knowledge of markedness of structures. Much 
research has been done on the effect of phonotactic knowledge in learners’ production errors. 
Unfortunately, not much research has been done in perception. This section consists of two parts: 
phonotactic knowledge of L1 learners and the phonotactic knowledge of L2 learners, which are 
presented in section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 respectively. Research about phonotactic knowledge of L1 
learners shows that language users can not only make categorical but also gradient distinctions by 
using their grammars. With regard to the sonority-related studies, it is found that learners can use 
the grammar of markedness of clusters to make finer distinctions among clusters, regardless of the 
grammaticality of the forms in a certain language.  
  

2.5.1 Phonotactic knowledge of L1 learners 

 
Knowledge about the phonotactic restrictions of L1 seems to emerge at a very early age in 
language development. Jusczyk, Luce, & Charles-Luce (1994) investigated infants’ sensitivity to 
sound sequences that occur with different frequencies in English. What they found is that the 
9-month olds but not the 6-month olds are sensitive to the phonotactic sequences. They listened to 
CVC nonnsence words with high-probability phonotactic sequences for a longer time than to ones 
containing lower probability sequences. This finding indicates that sensitivity to the sound 
combinations that typically occur in the native language appears between 6 to 9 months. The study 
has been extended cross-linguistically by Jusczyk and his colleagues, who comparing the 
phonotactic knowledge of Dutch and American infants. The results again show that the infants 
become sensitive to the phonotactic regularities of their native language between 6 and 9 months. 
A study by Saffran, Aslin, & Newport (1996) also shows similar sensitivity to phonotactics in 
nonsense speech streams. There is an abundance of research on the phonotactic competence of 
adult grammar as well. The studies show that adult L1 learners are sensitive to the statistical 
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structure of phonotactic input and additionally, they indicate that the phonotactic knowledge is not 
only categorical but also gradient. Phonological grammar must be able to distinguish grammatical 
words from ungrammatical words.  
 
2.5.1.1 Categorical phonotactic knowledge of native speakers 

 
Phonotactics have been demonstrated to be crucial to learners to explain native sensitivity to the 
typicality of sound sequences in either production studies (e.g., Vitevitch, Luce, Charles-Luce, & 
Kemmerer 1997; Vitevitch & Luce 1998; Albright 2007) or perception studies (e.g., Massaro & 
Cohen 1983; Coleman & Pierrehumbert 1997; Pitt 1998; Pitt & McQueen 1998; Hallé et al. 1998; 
Norris, McQueen & Cutler 2000; Fisch, Large & Pisoni 2000; Treiman et al. 2000).2 With respect 
to production studies, Vitevitch et al. (1997) explored the effects of probabilistic information on 
processing times for spoken stimuli using bisyllabic nonce words attested clusters in English. They 
found that the subjects repeated the words with high-probability phonotactics faster than the words 
with low-probability phonotactics. In addition, the results indicate that words which consist of 
common segments and sequences of segments were rated more highly than those with less 
common segments and sequences. Albright (2007) examined the extent to which the preferences 
for certain novel onset clusters occurred in order to answer the question of how these novel clusters 
could in principle be learned from the input data. The first consonant of the nonce words in the 
experiments started with either p- or b- followed by another consonant yielding a set of 
monosyllabic words with bi-consonantal initials. They are #pl, #bl, #pr, #br, #pw, #bw, #pn, #bn, 
#pt, #bd, #ps, and #bz. In the repetition task, the participants were asked to repeat the words and 
rate the words on a scale from 1 to 7 by considering the wordlikeness. The results indicate that there 
is a clear preference for legal clusters (#pl, #bl, #pr, #br) over the illegal clusters. Clearly, the 
learners’ ability to differentiate the attested forms from the unattested ones was demonstrated. A 
more detailed discussion about the preferences among the illegal clusters will be presented when 
discussing the issue of gradient phonotactic knowledge in section 2.5.1.2.  
 
With regard to perception studies, tasks such as phoneme identification tasks or wordlikeness 
judgment tasks were conducted to test the categorical phonotactic knowledge of native speakers. 
Pitt & McQueen (1998) conducted a phoneme identification task in which they investigated the 
effect of phoneme boundary. They claim that the decision between /t/ and /k/ is biased by 
transitional frequencies and proposed a model in which a pre-processor parsing the speech signal 
encodes the transitional frequencies for access to the lexicon. Norris, McQueen & Cutler (2000) 
propose that phonotactic knowledge is represented outside the lexicon at a sub-lexical level in 
models of speech processing. Treiman et al. (2000) conducted two experiments, a wordlikeness 
judgment task and a comparative wordlikeness task to examine the sensitivity of adults to rhyme 
frequency. The subjects identified VC pairs in English in such a way that the stimuli which were 
high frequency V1C1- V2C2 pairs could be transformed to low frequency V1C2 –V2C1 pairs. It was 
revealed that the high frequency rhymes were judged better than the low frequency rhymes, and the 

                                                 
2 On the other hand, some of the studies suggest that lexical neighborhoods affect the performance of the sensitivity in 
a variety of tasks (e.g., Greenberg & Jenkins 1964; Vitevitch 1997; Luce & Pisoni 1998). For instance, Greenberg & 
Jenkins (1964) found that whether or not nonce words had a real word neighbor at a particular distance was a predictor 
of phonological acceptability. Nonetheless, Bailey & Hahn (2001) argue that both lexical neighborhoods and 
phonotactic probabilities play a role to determine the wordlikeness judgments. However, Shademan (2006) claims that 
the balance between phonotactic probability effects and lexical effects can be changed by altering the experimental 
procedure.   
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former kind of rhymes were preserved more in the blending tasks.  
 
With respect to the main issue in this thesis – phonotactics in perception – different kinds of tasks 
are known from the literature. Native-language phonemes when combined in a non-native way can 
be misperceived so as to conform to native phonotactics. There is a bias towards perceiving legal 
phonotactics when language users encounter illegal forms in their language, and the bias can cause 
different phonological effects, such as phonological context effects, vowel epenthesis, and 
perceptual shift (Massaro & Cohen 1983; Pitt 1998; Hallé, Segui, Frauenfelder, & Meunier 1998; 
Moreton 2002). 
 
Massaro & Cohen (1983) investigated speech perception in terms of examining the listener’s 
integration of two sources of information, namely the acoustic featural information and the 
phonological context. In their Experiments 1 and 2, subjects had to listen to syllables which started 
with an obstruent consonant followed by a liquid. The obstruent consonant clusters were either 
legal clusters in English (e.g., /dr/, /sl/, /tr/, /pr/) or illegal clusters (e.g., /sr/, /tl/, /dl/, /vr/), and the 
liquids were synthesized along a /r/ − /l/ continuum. The responses of the subjects showed that the 
listeners tended to categorize ambiguous items as legal clusters rather than as illegal ones. It was 
shown that when the liquids at the endpoint of /l/ were preceded by /t/, they were heard frequently 
as /r/; but when these liquids followed /s/, they were never identified as /r/. On the other hand, the 
liquids at the endpoint of /r/ tended to be perceived as /l/ when preceded by /s/ but as /r/ when 
preceded by /t/. Experiment 3 involved the onset cluster with both ambiguous obstruent consonants 
and liquids, in which a /b/ − /d/ continuum was followed by a /l/ − /r/ continuum. The results of 
Experiment 3 suggested that there is a perceptual bias to hear /bl/, /br/, and /dr/ but not */dl/. Again, 
the subjects preferred to hear legal clusters over illegal ones.  
 
Pitt (1998) found the same bias as the listeners shown in the study of Massaro & Cohen (1983). In 
addition, apart from testing the phonological context effect, he investigated two other forms of 
phonological information: rules of syllabification and vowel epenthesis. The participants in the 
experiment tended to perceive the monosyllabic words with illegal onset clusters as disyllabic 
more often than those with legal onset clusters. Hence, Pitt claims that vowel epenthesis is another 
effect in phonological perception.  
 
Vowel epenthesis was also detected in the studies on the perception of consonant clusters of 
Japanese by Dupoux et al. (1999) and Dupoux et al. (2001) who explored the L1 transfer in 
phonotactics and showed how native grammar constrains perception. Dupoux and his colleagues 
argues that the illegality of */bz/ or */bn/ in Japanese is due to a general co-occurrence restriction 
on Japanese consonants, thus the Japanese listeners might repair the nonce word like */eb.zo/ as 
/e.bu.zo/. Dupoux, Kakhei, Hirose, Pallier & Mehler (1999) compared Japanese speakers with 
French speakers in their perception of consonant clusters.3 In their experiments, the nonce words 
contained the sequences of VC1uC2V (e.g., ebuzo, egudo, abuno, akumo), and they were 
manipulated to produce a series of 6 nonce words from each other. This series of words differed in 
containing different lengths of the vowel /u/, 72ms, 54ms, 36ms, 18ms, and 0ms. The /u/ of 72ms 
was shortened to the one of 54ms, which was the base of the one of 36ms and so forth. The subjects 
were asked to respond whether each item they heard contained the sound /u/. The results from this 

                                                 
3 In the experiment, none of the Japanese subjects had learned French, and none of French participants had studied 
Japanese.  
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detection task reveal that Japanese subjects predominantly judged the vowel to be present for all 
levels of vowel length. Even under the condition of completely removing the vowel, the subjects 
still judged the vowel to be present about 70% of the time. However, French participants judged 
that the vowel was absent in the no-vowel condition about 90% of the time, and that the vowel was 
perceived when the vowel length became 36ms (50% of the time) or longer. The 72ms /u/ and the 
full /u/ were perceived more than 90% of the time.  
 
Moreover, the perceptual shift is also evidenced in the study of processing of illegal consonant 
clusters. Hallé et al. (1998) studied the perception of the illegal consonant clusters */dl/ and */tl/ of 
French speakers. They found that the subjects showed a bias towards perceiving legal clusters, in 
which the illegal clusters */dl/ and */tl/ were heard as /gl/ and /kl/ respectively. In the phonemic 
gating studies, subjects perceived phonemes as dental stops when there was no available 
information about the second consonant /l/. However, when the information about the liquid 
became available in larger gates, the initial stops were perceived as velars. Such misperception was 
also detected in a follow-up phoneme monitoring test, in which the perception of the nonce words 
starting with the cluster */dl/ yielded two results: deletion of /d/ happened in 69% of the cases, and 
perceptual shift from /d/ to /g/ appeared in 80%. 
 
Relevant to this thesis is the possible misperception of two onset clusters /tl/ and /dl/ involved in the 
experiments of both Chinese learners of L2 Dutch and Dutch native speakers. A more detailed 
report will be presented in section 4 below.  
 
2.5.1.2 Gradient phonotactic knowledge of native speakers  

 
Of interest is that native speakers are not only able to make gradient distinctions among the attested 
phonotactic structures, but also demonstrate sensitivity to certain structures which are absent in 
their native language (this sensitivity is referred to as hidden phonotactic knowledge in this thesis). 
The competence of showing gradient phonotactic knowledge has been shown in production studies 
(e.g., Davidson 2000, 2006; Bailey & Hahn 2001; Albright & Hayes 2003; Hammond 2004; 
Coetzee 2004; Albright 2006, 2007) and perception studies as well (e.g., Coleman & 
Pierrehumbert 1997; Berent & Shimron 1997; Berent, Everett, & Shimron 2001; Berent, Shimron, 
& Vaknin 2001; Berent, Marcus, Shimron, & Gafos 2002; Moreton 2002; Hay, Pierrehumbert, & 
Beckman 2004; Berent et al. 2006).  
 
The production study of Davidson (2000, 2006) will be presented in section 2.5.1.3 which treats 
sonority-related preferences. The production study of Albright (2007) presented in section 2.5.1.1 
will be discussed again with regard to the gradient grammar of the unattested clusters. Besides 
making fine-grained distinctions between attested and unattested structures, the subjects in 
Albright (2007) showed a general preference for the onset clusters which have more sonorous 
elements (w > n > d, z) after the stop (p-, b-). More interestingly, the preference for bC clusters was 
stronger than for pC clusters.  
 
With respect to the gradient grammar in perception studies, Berent and colleagues (1997, 2001, 
2002) conducted a series of experiments to test whether the restriction on the distribution of 
identical consonants in verbal roots plays a role in how Hebrew speakers rate nonce words. In 
Hebrew *[X-X-Y] (initial geminates) is ill-formed, however, [X-Y-Y] (final geminates) is allowed. 
These two forms were under investigation in their experiments. Moreover, grammatical forms with 
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no identical consonants [X-Y-Z], non-geminates, were involved in the experiments too. In their 
wordlikeness rating tasks, they found that Hebrew speakers rated the two grammatical forms, 
[X-Y-Y] and [X-Y-Z], equally good and both better than the ill-formed one, *[X-X-Y]. 
Furthermore, their comparative wordlikeness tasks revealed that the subjects preferred the 
non-geminates over the final-geminates, although both of them are grammatical.  
 
Moreton (2002) compared two classes of models to test the source of the phonotactic perceptual 
bias. One class of models are unit models, which attribute bias to the listener's differing experience 
of each cluster (such as their different frequencies), the other class of models are structure models, 
which use abstract phonological generalizations (such as a ban on [coronal][coronal] sequences). 
In Experiment 1, two English onset clusters with zero frequency, /dl/ and /bw/4 were under 
investigation. These two clusters violate different structural constraints. /dl/ is impossible in 
English because it violates the constraint OCP CORONAL and /bw/ is out due to the violation of 
OCP LABIAL. Experiment 2 compared bias against /dl/ in different contexts, CCV and VCCV, to 
deepen the interaction of syllabification with segmentism and to rule out a compensation- 
for-coarticulation account of Experiment 1. It was found that there was a perceptual bias against 
/dlæ/ but not against /bwæ/, and the results of both experiments support the structural models.    
 
Another perception study tapping into the hidden phonological knowledge was done by Coetzee 
(2004). English has a phonological restriction on consonants that can co-occur in the onset and 
coda of a mono-syllable (Fudge 1969; Davis 1984). The restriction is exemplified by the word 
form [sCVC]. Only when both C’s in this form are t, will the form be grammatical; forms are 
ungrammatical if both are k or p. For example, state is an English word, but forms such as *skake 
and *spape do not exist as words in English. In the wordlikeness experiment, the subjects gave 
relatively high ratings to the phonologically well-formed nonce words of /stVt/ while these tokens 
are not distinguished from each other in terms of their assigned ratings. Similarly, all 
phonologically ill-formed nonce words of */skVk/ and */spVp/ received relatively low ratings and 
were not distinguished from each other either. Nevertheless, in a comparative wordlikeness task, a 
gradient well-formedness effect was found. The subjects preferred the tokens which are less 
marked when comparing pairs of words which both are either well-formed or ill-formed. It was 
found that the grammatical form /stVt/ was preferred over two ungrammatical forms, while 
*/skVk/-forms were preferred over */spVp/-forms, although neither of them are possible words in 
English. Thus, the language users can make finer gradient distinctions in terms of well-formedness 
among forms containing structures that are unattested in the language. Together with the studies of 
Berent and colleagues (1997, 2001, 2002), this can be interpreted as follows: language users can 
make categorical and gradient distinctions using the information provided by the grammar.  
 
2.5.1.3 Sonority-related preferences to the onset clusters of L1 learners 

 
In addition to the studies above, there is also much research that examined sonority-related 
preferences for attested onset clusters (e.g., Treiman 1984; Treiman & Danis 1988; Treiman, 
Straub, & Lavery 1994; Romani & Calabrese 1998; Gierut 1999; Treiman, Bowey, & Bourassa 
2002). The evidence for unattested onset clusters, however, has not received much attention (Pertz 
& Bever 1975; Davidson 2000, 2006; Berent et al. 2006). Again, these studies can be divided into 
two categories, viz. production (e.g., Pertz & Bever 1975; Davidson 2000, 2006) and perception 

                                                 
4 Moreton (2002) argues that /dl/ is impossible in English while /bw/ occurs marginally. 
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(e.g., Berent et al. 2006). Pertz & Bever (1975) instructed English speakers to articulate target 
words with unattested English onset clusters in the experiment. The responses of those participants 
showed that the marked onsets were judged less likely to occur than unmarked ones. Davidson 
(2000) tested English speakers on the production of Polish-legal onset clusters with sonority 
distances of 0 or higher that are not found in English to probe the final state of the English grammar. 
The clusters were divided into three different categories based on the sonority distance of onset 
clusters: SD=0 Non-English clusters (e.g., /pt/, /vz/ or /kp/), SD=1 or more Non-English clusters 
(e.g., /zm/, /tf/ or /vn/) and SD=1 or more sonority English clusters (e.g., /sm/ or /sn/). The results 
suggest that there must be strict rankings even between constraints that are never violated by 
lexical items of English, and these hidden rankings are not revealed only by looking at English 
lexicon, but can be probed by some non-native inputs as well. Moreover, the results indicate that 
sonority distance is not the only source of the different difficulties of the illegal clusters, but some 
other dimensions count, such as voicing. Thus, it is not clear whether sonority distance plays a role 
in the production tasks.  
 
Nonetheless, in the perception studies sonority distance explains the markedness of onset clusters. 
Berent et al. (2006) investigated the sensitivity of English listeners to the sonority of onset clusters 
by conducting six perception experiments. During the experiments, the subjects were presented 
with monosyllabic nonce words with three types of onset clusters that are unattested in English. 
They are onsets with small sonority rises, plateaus and falls (e.g., bnif, bdif, lbif).  Experiments 1 
and 2 were syllable number judgment tasks, in which the participants were asked to judge how 
many syllables occurred in the input. The participants in Experiment 1 were English speakers while 
the subjects in Experiment 2 were Russian speakers. What is worth mentioning is that Russian 
tolerates all of the onset clusters involved in the experiments while English does not. It was found 
that the marked monosyllabic inputs were not perceived accurately but were recoded as disyllabic 
words by English speakers. Russian speakers did not have these perceptual illusions. They 
perceived those monosyllabic inputs accurately.  
 
During Experiments 3 and 4, the participants were asked to determine whether monosyllabic inputs 
were identical to their disyllabic counterparts (e.g., is lbif identical to lebif?). English speakers in 
Experiment 3 judged monosyllabic nonce words as identical to their disyllabic counterparts when 
the markedness of the onset increased. This finding confirms the results from Experiment 1, in 
which the same items were perceived as disyllabic. Unlike English speakers, Russian subjects in 
Experiment 4 were clearly able to distinguish monosyllabic words from their disyllabic 
counterparts. Therefore, the authors argue that the tendency of English speakers to consider the 
marked onsets as identical to their disyllabic counterpart must be partly due to their linguistic 
experience, and the results are consistent with the proposal that marked onsets are actively recoded 
by the grammar.  
 
In order to examine whether grammatical markedness or phonetic confusion is the source of the 
perceptual illusions of English listeners with marked monosyllabic onset clusters, Experiment 5 
and 6 were conducted. Experiment 5 tested whether highly marked onsets of falling sonority are 
more likely to be recoded than less marked onsets with sonority plateaus. During this experiment, 
there was no special encouragement to enhance the accurate phonetic encoding. The results of this 
experiment demonstrate that the targets of falling sonority benefit from an epenthetic prime (e.g., 
lebif - lbif) as much as they do from an identical prime (e.g., lbif - lbif) and they suggest that the 
representation of such onsets is isomorphic to their epenthetic controls. Thus, typologically the 
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most marked class of onsets of falling sonority is more likely to be perceived incorrectly than the 
onsets with sonority plateaus. In the final experiment, the subjects received encouragement of 
phonetic discrimination. The results of this experiment suggest that when the encouragement of 
phonetic discrimination is given, subjects are able to encode highly marked onset clusters just as 
accurately as they encode the ones that are much less marked, though the listeners did not show this 
tendency in the previous experiment. In this thesis, methods with or without giving encouragement 
will be adopted to reduce the possible perceptual illusions of the participants due to the positive 
effects of reducing perceptual errors by language users.  
 

2.5.2 Phonotactic knowledge of L2 learners 

 
Research on L2 phonotactics has revealed two important factors in L2 acquisition: native language 
transfer (see Section 2.5.2.1) and phonological universals (see Section 2.5.2.2). I will discuss both 
factors with respect to perception and production. I will furthermore develop one aspect of 
markedness, viz. sonority-based markedness (see Section 2.5.2.3).  
 
2.5.2.1 L1 transfer in L2 phonology 

 
Two significant generalizations have recurred over the years with respect to the L1 transfer in L2 
phonology: 1) some L2 pronunciation errors are due to the learner’s L1, but many of them are the 
result of developmental errors that reflect a new linguistic system; 2) both differences and 
similarities between the L1 and L2 can cause learning problems (Lado 1957; Goto 1971; Sheldon 
& Strange 1982; Wode 1976, 1978, 1983; Best 1993, 1994, 1995; Hancin-Bhatt 1994; Flege 
1981,1986, 1987, 1995; Broselow, Chen, & Wang 1998; Dupoux, Kakhei, Hirose, Pallier, & 
Mehler 1999; Escudero & Boersma 2002, 2004; Lombardi 2003). In the perception study of Flege 
(1986, 1987), the concept of equivalence classification was proposed.5 He claims that it is difficult 
to acquire the L2 sounds which are equivalent or similar to L1 sounds, since the learner cannot 
perceive the slight differences between the L1 sound and its corresponding L2 sound. He or she 
perceives the L2 sound as the same as the L1 sound; hence a new phonetic category is not 
established for the L2 sound. However, if the learner establishes a new phonetic category for the L2 
sound, this means that the learner perceives the differences between these two sounds. Production 
and perception are the two factors of concern in L2 phonology. What Flege argues is that the 
difficulty of acquiring the L2 sounds under investigation that are different from those of the 
learners’ L1 is due to the partially accurate perception of the L2 sounds.6 Another perception study 
of L1 transfer was conducted recently by Cutler, Weber, & Otake (2006) to detect the 
phonetic-to-lexical asymmetry in L2 processing. In their study, an eyetracking experiment was 
conducted to examine the perception of English /r/ and /l/ by Japanese listeners. Considering that 
the difference between English /r/ and /l/ are both within the range of variation of a single category 
                                                 
5 There is a problem in this argument based on explaining L2 pronunciation on similarities or equivalences, for nobody 
has been able to set precise criteria for determining these two aspects (Rochet 1995).  
6 According to Flege, if the learner cannot perceive the L2 sounds accurately, he/she will not be able to produce 
those L2 sounds correctly either. This argument has fiercely been challenged, for example by Goto (1971) and 
Sheldon & Strange (1982). In these two studies, the ability of making the contrast between English /r/ and /l/ of L1 
Japanese was questioned. It was shown that the production ability of the Japanese participants in distinguishing /r/ 
and /l/ was much better than the perception ability. They could produce L2 sounds more accurately than they 
perceived them.  
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in Japanese, the Japanese listeners would confuse the two target English categories in perception 
and categorize them into one inventory. During the experiment, Japanese subjects were instructed 
to click on pictures in a display containing, for instance, a rocket and a locker7. It was found that 
Japanese listeners had asymmetric lexical confusions. When they were instructed to look at the 
rocket they often looked at the locker; whereas when given the instruction to look at the locker, the 
subjects did not look a lot at the rocket. From the results, it was concluded that Japanese listeners 
had a misperception of the English /r/ and /l/, and that they tended to perceive /l/ more than /r/ no 
matter whether the target words had /r/ or /l/.  
 
A well-known production study on L1 effects is Broselow, Chen, & Wang (1998). Within the 
framework of OT, they analyzed the error patterns to the final stops, both voiceless stops, /p t k/ 
and voiced stops /b d g/, made by L2 English learners of L1 Mandarin Chinese. None of these 
consonants is a legal Mandarin coda. It was found that the Mandarin speakers had tremendous 
difficulty in producing these codas. The error patterns were divided into three types, i.e. 
epenthesis, deletion and devoicing. The authors suggested that the first two types of error patterns 
could be explained by the emergence of unmarked constraint in L1 when acquiring the L2 (the 
devoicing will be discussed later). The constraint WD BIN (Word Binarity) becomes active in the 
interlanguage grammar of Mandarin speakers, because there is a trend in Mandarin Chinese 
language to prefer bisyllabic words.8 The monosyllabic input vig /vīg/ was repaired to /vī.gə/ by 
vowel-epenthesis by the Mandarin speakers, and the monosyllabic form like fealig /fīlīg/ was 
modified to /fī.lī/ by deleting the coda.  
 
2.5.2.2 Universals in L2 phonology 

 
Language universals have been considered cross-linguistically in the study of interlanguage 
grammar in L2 phonology (e.g., Tarone 1980; Eckman 1981a, 1981b, 1984; Broselow 1983; Sato 
1984; Major 1986, 1987, 2001; Bensen 1988; Hansen 2001). Tarone was one of the first to propose 
that open syllables are universally preferred in interlanguage grammar. Tarone (1980) designed an 
empirical study to investigate the effects of L1 transfer and language universals as constraints on 
the interlanguage grammar, in which there were subjects from three different L1 backgrounds -- 
Cantonese, Korean, and Portuguese. The results suggest that many errors could not be explained by 
                                                 
7 In this experiment, Japanese listeners could not use the coda [t] in rocket as a cue to distinguish two words, simply 
because they could not perceive it very well. It is probably due to the reason that codas in Japanese are either alveolar 
nasal [n] or velar nasal [ŋ], but not other consonants.  
8 The authors considered this preference as a tendency, for it is not a strict requirement in Mandarin Chinese. Wang 
(1995) claimed that this preference is evidenced in many Mandarin Chinese forms. The filler syllables in these words 
occur semantically empty but augment monosyllabic morphemes. For example, the syllable /zi/ appears after the 
monosyllabic morpheme /zhuo/ table forming a word “zhuo-zi” table, while it is detached when /zhuo/ is compounded 
with another syllable, as in the word “fan-zhuo” dinning room table. Essentially the form *fan-zhuo-zi is 
ungrammatical in Mandarin Chinese. It is also observed that ‘verb + object’ and ‘verb + resultative’ constructions in 
Mandarin Chinese are not formed freely in syntax. They must obey prosodic rules (Lü 1962, Lu 1989, Lu & Duanmu 
1991, Feng 1991/2000 etc.). In Mandarin, a VO or VR combination is unacceptable if the verb consists of two syllables 
when the complement (the object or the resultative) contains only one syllable. For example:  
a. [VV R]                      [V R] 
*bai-fang    ping           bai        ping fang ping 
arrange-put flat            arrange flat    put  flat 
b. [VV O]                      [V O] 
*zhongzhi  shu              zhong shu     zhi      shu 
plant-plant tree(s)        plant   tree(s) plant tree(s)    
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L1 transfer, since certain syllable structures are not allowed in the L1s either. In addition, the 
modifications of L2 codas by different background L1 learners suggest that open syllables are 
preferred. Bensen’s study (1988) provides more evidence of the preference for open syllables, in 
which she tested the performance of two speakers of Vietnamese on a number of onset and coda 
clusters in English.  
 
Markedness, as a constraint in the grammar, is one of the universal principles. It is proposed by the 
Prague School of Linguistics in the theories of Trubetzkoy (1939) and Jakobson (1941) and later 
developed extensively by Greenberg (1976). It is also the main issue in this thesis. The perception 
of the different markedness of Dutch onset clusters by L1 Chinese speakers is investigated. 
Previous studies show that markedness plays a significant role in explaining various facts about L2 
phonology (e.g., Eckman 1977, 1991; Eckman & Iverson 1993; Anderson 1987; Carlisle 1997, 
1998; Broselow & Finer 1991; Major & Faudree 1996; Hancin-Bhatt & Bhatt 1997; Archibald 
1998; Broselow, Chen, & Wang 1998; Lombardi 2003).  
 
Two hypotheses, the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (the MDH, Eckman 1977) and the 
Structural Conformity Hypothesis (the SCH, Eckman 1991), have been postulated in the 
construction of typological markedness in L2 phonology. The MDH claims that typological 
markedness is a measure of relative difficulty in L2 acquisition. It is stated as follows:  
 
(22) Markedness Differential Hypothesis (Eckman 1977, p. 321) 
       The areas of difficulty that a language learner will have can be predicted such that: 

a. Those areas of the target language that differ from the native language and are 
more marked than the native language will be difficult; 

b. The relative degree of difficulty of the areas of difference of the target language 
that are more marked than the native language will correspond to the relative 
degree of markedness;  

c. Those areas of the target language that are different from the native language but 
are not more marked than the native language will not be difficult.  

 
Many studies concerning the claims of the MDH have demonstrated that typological markedness 
is a reliable predictor for difficulty. More marked structures are simplified more frequently than 
less marked ones. This hypothesis is examined in the same context in Eckman (1977) by 
investigating the acquisition of English voiced codas by German speakers. It was found that it 
was more difficult for German speakers to learn the voicing contrast of English which is a more 
marked structure, compared to what English speakers had to acquire. Anderson (1987) tested the 
frequency of the modifications to English onset and coda clusters by subjects speaking Egyptian 
Arabic, Mandarin Chinese, and Amoy Chinese. The results of the study support the MDH in that 
the performance of the Egyptian Arabic speakers was more target-like than that of the two groups 
of Chinese speakers. For instance, all groups of subjects made significantly more modifications 
(either by epenthesis or deletion) of onsets when the length of the onsets increased. Egyptian 
Arabic speakers modified no singleton onsets, but more than 7% of biliteral onsets; however, 
Chinese speakers modified 1% of the singleton onsets and over 10% of biliteral onsets.  
Another hypothesis, concerning typological markedness is the SCH: 
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(23) The Structural Conformity Hypothesis (Eckman 1991, p. 24) 
        The universal generalizations that hold for primary languages hold also for interlanguage   
        languages.  
 
Eckman argued that the SCH is the result of stripping the differences between the native language 
and the target language from the statement of the MDH; therefore the MDH can be considered as 
a special case of the SCH. This hypothesis asserts that the interlanguages and the L1 are similar 
in at least one significant respect: they both obey the same set of universal generalizations. 
Carlisle (1997) investigated the interlanguage grammars of L1 Spanish of L2 English learners by 
testing the occurrence of consonant clusters in onset positions. He tested 11 Spanish speakers’ 
production of English biliteral onsets, /sp/ and /sk/, and triliteral ones, /spr/ and /skr/. Results of 
the experiment showed that the subjects simplified 38% of the biliteral onsets and 48% of the 
triliteral onsets, which yielded a significant difference between these two types of onsets. Carlisle 
(1998) conducted another study, a longitudinal study, to test the markedness relationship between 
bilateral onsets /sp/ and /sk/, and triliteral onsets /spr/ and /skr/. The data were collected twice 
over a period of 10 months. Again, the results of the study revealed that the less marked onsets 
are modified less frequently than more marked onsets.  
 
In the discussion of the study by Broselow, Chen, & Wang (1998) above, the third type of error 
pattern, devoicing of the final stops, was not discussed. Final-devoicing is neither found in the 
speakers’ native language nor in the target language, English, but it appeared in the interlanguage 
grammar of the Mandarin speakers. The learners produced /vīk/ as the output to the monosyllabic 
input vig /vīg/. It is argued that voiceless codas are universally less marked than voiced codas 
(Major & Faudree 1996). Like the constraint WD BIN (Word Binarity), the constraint NO 
VOICED OBS CODA (Syllable codas may not contain voiced obstruents), emerged in Mandarin 
speakers’ interlanguage grammar; however, this is probably due to the universal preference for 
the less marked segment – voiceless codas, which in fact supports the SCH.  
 
2.5.2.3 Sonority-related preferences to the onset clusters of L2 learners 

 
Many linguists have investigated the sonority-related preferences to the onset clusters in L2 
phonology (Broselow & Finer 1991; Eckman & Iverson 1993; Anderson 1987; Carlisle 1991, 1997, 
1998; Hancin-Bhatt & Bhatt 1997; Archibald 1998). These studies all addressed the question of 
whether onset clusters with different sonority distances cause a different degree of difficulty in L2 
phonology, or whether more marked onset clusters are more difficult to acquire than less marked 
onset clusters in a target language by L2 learners. The study of Broselow & Finer (1991) is one of 
the earliest in this area; it invoked the Minimal Sonority Distance to explain the performance on the 
production of onset clusters in L2 English of 24 Korean and 8 Japanese learners. As discussed in 
section 2.4.1, the MSD assigns a numerical value to the segment types of relevance according to 
the sonority of the segment (as illustrated in (11), the Sonority Index, Selkirk 1982). Under the 
assumption of the MSD, the most restrictive parameter setting yields the least marked set of 
elements. The authors argued that Korean and Japanese only allow single onset consonants which 
tolerate the sonority distance of 4 or more, while English tolerates the sonority distance of 2 or 
more.9 Accordingly, Korean and Japanese allow less marked onset clusters while English permits 

                                                 
9 Broselow & Finer (1991) suggest that the onset cluster stop-glide is permitted in Korean and Japanese, which 
indicates that these two languages tolerate the onset clusters with sonority distances of 4 or more. Nonetheless, Eckman 
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more marked ones. The results of this study indicated that more errors occurred on the cluster types 
that are closer together on the Sonority Index, namely the more marked ones. Furthermore, the 
authors argued that their subjects were at an intermediate stage between the L1 and L2 grammars, 
i.e. interlanguage grammar, for neither have they simply transferred the MSD setting from their 
native language, nor achieved the setting of L2.10 
 
Eckman & Iverson (1993) considered the production of certain two-consonant onsets in English by 
11 L2 learners from different L1 background, four native speakers of Japanese, four of Korean, and 
three of Cantonese, none of which allow complex onsets. The sequential markedness principle 
(Clements 1990) which is presented in (24) was adopted in the study to define the markedness in 
typological terms.   
 
(24) Sequential markedness principle 
       For any two segments A and B and any given context X  Y, if A is simpler than B, then XAY is  
       less marked than XBY. (Clements 1990: 313) 
 
Four different types of onset clusters were under investigation: voiced stop + liquid/glide, voiceless 
stop + liquid/glide, voiced fricative + liquid/glide, and voiceless fricative +liquid/glide. Among 
these onset clusters, the type of voiceless stop + liquid/glide is the least marked, while the type of 
voiced fricative + liquid/glide is the most marked. The type of voiced stop + liquid/glide and the 
type of voiceless fricative +liquid/glide are more marked than that of voiceless stop + liquid/glide 
but less marked than that of voiced fricative + liquid/glide. In the interpretation of the results, the 
authors used a threshold criterion such that in case of at least 80% success of producing a certain 
onset cluster, this onset cluster is considered to be part of the interlanguage grammar. From the 
results, the typological markedness makes the correct predictions, in which the most marked onset 
clusters incurred most errors while the least marked ones caused fewer errors.11 Furthermore, they 
argued that the typological markedness can explain L2 learners’ knowledge better than sonority 
distance per se.  
 
Hancin-Bhatt & Bhatt (1997) extended the study of Broselow & Finer (1991) and investigated 
transfer and developmental effects in the acquisition of English complex onsets and codas by 

                                                                                                                                                              
& Iverson (1993) state that the glide in these two languages is not only allowed after a stop but after a nasal as well. 
Hence, these languages would have an MSD setting of 2 in order to permit nasal-glide onset clusters. It is the same 
setting as the English MSD setting, for English allows fricative-liquid which has a sonority distance 2. Accordingly, 
the interpretation of the results of Broselow & Finer (1991) which indicated that the learners had achieved the MSD 
setting of 3 which is the intermediate stage between the native language and target language would not be maintained. 
However, Eckman & Iverson (1993) argue that Korean and Japanese do not have complex onsets at all. 
10 The subjects that participated in this study had a very low error rate, though there was a trend of increasing of the 
errors when the onset clusters get more marked. Eckman & Iverson (1993) noticed that there were only 62 errors (2.7%) 
out of 2301 tokens in total. The subjects produced the onset clusters correctly over 97% of the time. It may be fair to 
say that the subjects were able to produce all the onset clusters involved in the study.  
11 There were a few counter-examples to the prediction in the shape of two Cantonese speakers. They successfully 
reached the threshold criterion of 80% on /br/ and /fr/, but failed to achieve the criterion on /pr/ which is supposed to be 
the less marked than /br/ and /fr/.  It is asserted in the analysis that the subjects mapped Cantonese /ph/ to English /p/, 
and Cantonese /p/ to English /b/. What they argued was that the aspirated stops are typologically more marked than the 
unaspirated stops, and that this is the reason why the subjects could correctly produce /br/ but not /pr/. They suggested 
that it is the same cause which made the /fr/ being produced more correctly than /pr/.  
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native speakers of Spanish and Japanese.12 They designed 72 pseudo-English monosyllabic words, 
within which half of the words had simple onsets, whereas the other half words had complex onsets 
of the following three types: 12 words with stop-glide, 12 with stop-liquid, and 12 with 
fricative-liquid. Subjects performed two tasks, a perception task and a production task. The 
perception task was designed to help subjects to familiarize with the target stimuli, but no results of 
the perception were reported. During the production task, the subjects were asked to judge the 
grammaticality of the sentences and to produce the grammatical sentences they chose. The results 
suggest that fricative-liquid was more difficult than stop-liquid as predicted by the MSD (Broselow 
& Finer 1991), but interestingly, stop-glide, the least marked one among the three types of clusters, 
turned out to be the one which incurred the most errors. Hancin-Bhatt and Bhatt claimed that OT 
offers a good explanation for this phenomenon, because different ranking of the same constraints 
explains the different grammars between Spanish and Japanese learners of English. They argued 
that OT can provide a more elegant account to the transfer and developmental effects in L2 
syllables than the MSD.  
 
Summing up this section about L2 phonology, L2 perception studies are lacking in the area of L2 
phonology, especially the perception of unattested phonotactics of L2 listeners. Several research 
questions (see section 3 below) focusing on how L2 listeners will perceive phonotactics they have 
never heard before are raised, as compared to the conclusion that L1 listeners can make categorical 
and gradient distinctions to non-native input discussed in the experimental literature (See section 
2.5.1 above). The acquisition of Dutch onset clusters by Mandarin Chinese learners of Dutch will 
be under investigation in the present study and OT is taken as the main theoretical framework. 
Below, an overview of the onsets in Dutch and Chinese will be introduced in order to discuss the 
constraints on the onset clusters involved in the study.  
 
 

2.6 Onsets in Dutch 

 
Dutch has far more complex syllable structures than Chinese has. A possible syllable in Dutch 
could be (C)(C)(C)V(C)(C)(C)(C). Onsets in Dutch syllables range from zero consonant to three 
consonants. An onset-less syllable is acceptable in any position in a word. All Dutch consonants 
(Table 1) except the velar nasal [ŋ] can occur as the only consonant in the onset position. They are 
[p b; t d; k g; f v; s z; ʃ ʒ; x; m n (ŋ) r l j υ].  
 
Besides onset-less and single-consonantal onsets, Dutch has two-consonantal and tri-consonantal 
onsets. With regard to two-consonantal onsets, there are four logically possible combinations: a) 
obstruent-obstruent; b) obstruent-sonorant; c) sonorant-obstruent; d) sonorant-sonorant. 
Sonorant-obstruent onset clusters which violate the SSP (see (14) in Section 2.4.1) never occur in 
Dutch. As for the sonorant-sonorant type of clusters, they occur sporadically, and mostly in 
loanwords, such as mnemonisch ‘mnemonic’. The most common combinations of two-consonantal 
clusters in Dutch are then obstruent-obstruent and obstruent-sonorant.  
 
First, two types of obstruent-obstruent combination will be considered: plosive + /s/ and /s/ + 

                                                 
12 This study extends the Broselow & Finer (1991) study not only in terms of onset clusters but also codas. However, 
since this thesis only addresses the acquisition of onset clusters, the coda study will not be discussed in great depth.  
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voiceless obstruent. The combination of plosive + /s/ occurs marginally in Dutch in some 
loanwords like psalm ‘psalm’, tsar ‘tsar’ etc., though it is ruled out by the SSP. With regard to the 
combination of /s/ + voiceless obstruent, the example words are listed in (25) from Booij (1995: 39). 
The combination of fricative-plosive violates the SSP, but given the occurrences in many languages, 
/s/ is considered as an extrasyllable. 
 
(25)  sp-      spin     ‘spider’ 
         st-      steen    ‘stone’ 
         sk-     skelet   ‘skeleton’ 
         sf-      sfeer     ‘sphere’ 
         sx-     school   ‘school’ 
 
 
Table 1 Dutch Consonants                                         
 

 

 

                                                                                      (Source: Booij 1995: 7) 
 
Second, two types of the combination of obstruent-obstruent, namely obstruent + liquid and 
obstruent + nasal will be discussed. The obstruent + liquid combination is rather easily captured in 
Dutch, as in the following words with the possible combinations of plosive-liquid and 
fricative-liquid in (26) from Booij (1995: 37-38). 
 
(26)  pl-    plant    ‘plant’ 
        bl-     bloem  ‘flower’ 
        pr-     pruim   ‘plum’ 
        br-     bruin    ‘brown’ 

                                                 
13 It is argued that Dutch does not have the sound [ʃ]. It is the sequence /sj/ for Dutch native speakers, which is restricted 
in its distribution to 1) loanwords, e.g. chocolade, chauffeur (French), shag, show (English), sjoelen (Frisian), sjofel 
(Yiddish), and 2) forms as a result of assimilation, e.g. tasje, kies je. Furthermore, the sequence /sj/ is realized as 
alveolo-palatal fricative [ç] (Collins, B. & Mees, I., 1984). It is articulated with an extensive area of the blade and the 
front of the tongue, raised to form a light contact with the rear of the alveolar ridge and the forward portion of the hard 
palate. /ʒ/ is not a Dutch native phoneme either. It is often realized as /zj/, mostly occurring in loanwords, for instance, 
jury (English).  
14 /�/ in some dialects of Dutch is realized as /x/ (Booij 1995).  

 Bilabial 
 

Labio-
Dental 

Alveolar Post- 
Alveolar 

Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 
 

Plosive p, b  t, d   k, (g)   

Affricate         

Fricative  f, v s, z (ʃ, ʒ)
13  x, (�)14  h 

Nasal m n    ŋ   

Lateral   l, r      

Vibrant         

Glide  υ   j    
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        tr-      trein     ‘train’ 
        dr-     droog   ‘dry’ 
        fl-      fles       ‘bottle’ 
        vl-      vlas      ‘flax’ 
        fr-      fraai      ‘beautiful’ 
        vr-     vriend    ‘friend’ 
        sl-      slank      ‘slim’ 
        xl-     chloor     ‘chlorine’ 
        xr-     chroom   ‘chrome’ 
        �l-      glas        ‘glass’ 
        �r-     gras         ‘grass’ 
          
Several onset clusters are not allowed in Dutch, such as tl-, dl-, sr-, zl- and zr-. These clusters are all 
coronal obstruent-sonorant combination. If OCP COR is the general constraint which rules out 
these illegal clusters, then the attested onset clusters such as tr-, dr-, sl- will be ruled out as well. 
Therefore, Dutch requires more specified characteristics to the OCP, which are formulated to OCP 
[αcont, cor & αcont, cor] and OCP [+voi, cor & +lat, cor]. OCP [αcont, cor & αcont, cor] can be 
divided into two different constraints: OCP [COR, -cont] and OCP [COR, +cont]. Illegal onset 
clusters tl- and dl- are ruled out by the constraint OCP [COR, -cont], and sr- and zr- are illegal 
because of the constraint OCP [COR, +cont].  Furthermore, the constraint OCP [+voi, cor & +lat, 
cor] rules out zl-. The existence of these clusters is shown in Table 2.  

 

Table 2 Coronal-Coronal Combination 
 

Coronal Sonorants 

Liquid 

 
 
 

L R 

t *tl √ tr Plosive 

d *dl √ dr 

s √ sl *sr 

 
Coronal 

Obstruents 
Fricative 

z *zl *zr 

 
Obstruent-nasal onset clusters only appear in words starting with sm-, sn-, pn-, kn-, fn- and xn-.  
Among these possible onset clusters, sm-, sn- and kn- occur commonly in Dutch. Nevertheless, 
there is a universal tendency that the combination of obstruent-nasal is very marked in languages 
(Broselow 1991). sm- (e.g. smaak ‘taste’) and sn- (e.g. snee ‘cut’) are special because of the initial 
/s/. pn-, fn-, and xn- only appear in a few words, like pneumatisch ‘pneumatic’, fnuiken ‘to cripple’ 
and gnuiven ‘to gloat’.  
 

In this thesis, certain types of CC onset clusters, plosive-liquid, plosive-nasal and fricative-nasal, 
are under investigation. The CC onset clusters involved in the experiments are illustrated in (27).  
 
(27)   a) Plosive-liquid: tl-, dl-; SD: 3; 
         b) Plosive-nasal: pm-, km-; SD: 2; 
         c) Fricative-nasal: fm-, xm-; SD: 1. 
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As for plosive-liquid, the sonority distance is 3, which is the largest value, i.e. the most unmarked 
one among these three kinds of CC onset clusters; whereas fricative-nasal has the sonority distance 
of 1, which means the CC onset cluster is the most marked one among these three types of CC onset 
clusters. The sonority distance of 2 which holds for plosive-nasal is more marked than 
plosive-liquid but less marked than fricative-nasal. The SD scale of markedness is represented in 
(28). 
 
(28) fm-, xm-               pm-, km-           tl-, dl-     
      More marked      ←———→      Less marked 
 
 

2.7 Onsets in Chinese 

 
Chinese syllable structure is far more restrictive in its range of consonant clusters than Dutch. 
However, there are lots of glide-vowel combinations in Chinese. These glide-vowels can occur not 
only after obstruents but also after nasals. Recall that according to the MSD, it should be concluded 
that Chinese has the most marked combinations of consonants in onsets, since it allows the 
nasal-glide combinations. Then the question is how to define the role of glides in Chinese. 
 
There are two analyses of syllable structures in Mandarin Chinese, the traditional one and the 
contemporary one. Neither of the two allows complex onsets and codas .15 As for the former, the 
syllables are categorized into full and weak ones. They have variable length, ranging from one 
segment, V or C, to four segments maximally, CGVC or CGVG in which C stands for consonant, V 
for vowel and G for glide (glide in this analysis is an independent sound). Under this analysis, some 
syllables do not have an onset, but the coda can only be either alveolar nasal [n] or velar nasal [ŋ]. 
This approach considers the prenuclear G as a separate sound and as a part of the rhyme, which 
means that the combination of CG is not a complex onset in Chinese.  
 
On the other hand, Duanmu (1990) assumes that Mandarin Chinese (which he calls Standard 
Chinese) has only two syllable structures, CV and CVX. According to his analysis, all full syllables 
have the CVX structure, while all weak syllables have the CV structure, in which C is the onset, V 
the nucleus and X the coda. In this analysis, the onset is obligatory, in contrast to the traditional 
analysis in which some onsets are not. Hence the syllable structures “V” and “VX” will be subsets 
of “CV” and “CVX” respectively. Obviously, there is no complex onset according to this analysis. 
 
Therefore, the combination of CG (cf. nasal-glide) is not a challenge to the MSD, and in this thesis, 
the latter is adopted, since it gives a better account of onset and CG combinations. The glide is an 
independent sound in the traditional analysis while it is an independent one only when there is no 
initial C in the contemporary analysis. If there is an initial C, the glide will either add a secondary 
articulation to the consonant or palatalize the consonant.  
 

                                                 
15 It has been argued that there are two syllabic consonants [z] and [r], which do not contrast with each other. [z] only 
follows the dentals [ts, tsh,, s] and [r] only occurs after the retroflexes [tʂ, tʂh, ʂ, r]. There are some studies that claim 
that these two sounds are “apical vowels”, while others suggest these are consonants. (See Duanmu (2000) for a 
discussion, chapter 2, section 2.3.4). 
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However, since the goal of this thesis is to test the acquisition of certain types of onset clusters, 
such as plosive-liquid and plosive-nasal but without the glide, the glide in Chinese is not discussed 
in more details in this thesis.  In the following, nineteen consonants and three palatals in Chinese 
are shown in Table 2.16 All but [ŋ] can be an onset.  
 
Table 3  Chinese Consonants 
 
 Labial   Dental Retroflex Velar 

Plosive p, ph   t, th    k, kh 

Affricate     ts, tsh ʈʂ, ʈʂh     

Fricative f s ʂ x 

Nasal m n  (ŋ) 

Liquid   l r  

 
                                                                    (Source: Duanmu 2000)  
 

 

2.8 Constraints on Dutch and Chinese Onsets 

 
There are 10 consonants which are similar in Dutch and Chinese, the nasals /m, n, ŋ/, the fricatives 
/f, s, x/ and the liquid /l/. Dutch obstruents contrast in voice, whereas Mandarin Chinese obstruents 
do not. The latter contrast is in aspiration. The aspirated plosives [ph, th] in Mandarin will be 
mapped to Dutch voiceless plosives [p, t], while the unaspirated plosives [p, t] will be mapped to 
Dutch voiced plosives [b, d]. The major difference related to this study is that Dutch allows much 
more complex onsets while Mandarin Chinese only allows single consonants in onsets. This aspect 
yields difficulties for Mandarin Chinese learners of Dutch to acquire Dutch onset clusters.  
 
Within the framework of OT, constraints on onsets in both languages concerning the perception 
grammar of L1 and L2 listeners will be presented in the following. Faithfulness constraints follow 
FAITH in Pater (2004) and are stated in (29).   
 
(29) Faithfulness Constraint:  
 
       DEP (SL)    If the input is a surface form, every segment of the output has a correspondent 
                           in the input (‘No insertions’). 
       DEP (LS)    If the input is a lexical form, every segment of the output has a correspondent  
                           in the input (‘No insertions’). 
 
As for the markedness constraints, three sonority-related constraints are postulated in the present 
study in order to account for the complexity of CC onset clusters. In the light of the MSD, the 

                                                 
16 There are many studies also list the three palatals [tɕ, tɕh, ɕ] in the table (C. Cheng 1973 and others). Duanmu (2000) 
suggests that they are a special case of consonant-glide combinations in Mandarin Chinese.   
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markedness value of onset clusters with SD=1 is the same, thus the markedness of the onset 
clusters is the same for the clusters such as fm-, xm-, pf-, and nl-. Accordingly, the onset clusters 
with SD=2 (e.g., pm-, km-, fl-, my-) will have the same markedness value, and the onset clusters 
with SD=3 (e.g., tl-, dl-, fy-, vy-) will be considered having the same markedness too. But crucially, 
the onset clusters with SD=1 are more marked than those with SD=2, which in turn are more 
marked than those with SD=3. Therefore, the preferences for onset clusters with different sonority 
distances are due to the tolerance of complexity of these clusters. In OT, the markedness constraints 
which deal with the complexity of onset clusters are proposed below.  
 
(30) Markedness Constraint: 
 
       *SD=1ons         No CC onset clusters with sonority distance of 1 or less 
       *SD=2ons        No CC onset clusters with sonority distance of 2 or less 
       *SD=3ons        No CC onset clusters with sonority distance of 3 or less 
       OCP [COR, −cont]  In an onset cluster, adjacent coronal noncontinuant segments are prohibited 
 
These markedness constraints are ranked in a hierarchy according to the markedness value of the 
onset clusters:  
 
(31) *SD=1ons >> *SD=2ons >> *SD=3ons  
 
Dutch has CC onset clusters as discussed in section 2.6 and it tolerates the sonority distance of 1 or 
more, thus the constraints *SD=1ons, *SD=2ons, and *SD=3ons are lower than the faithfulness 
constraint: DEP, F >> M. Mandarin has no complex onsets, which requires all of the markedness 
constraints being ranked above DEP, M >> F. There is no positive evidence that shows that these 
markedness constraints can be demoted under the faithfulness constraints in Chinese. As for the 
markedness constraint OCP [COR, −cont], it rules out the unattested clusters */tl/ and */dl/ but 
permits the attested clusters such as /tr/ and /dr/.  
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3. The present study 
 
 
This section introduces the research questions (section 3.1), hypotheses (section 3.2) and 
predictions (section 3.3) of the present study. 
 
 

3.1 Research questions 

 
The research questions concern the issue of how L2 listeners perceive phonotactics which they 
have never encountered before. To explain the goals of the current study, I will clarify the research 
questions more specifically to account for the current L2 perception study in the following.  
 
(32) Research questions 
 

(a) In perception tasks, are there any misperceptions in Mandarin Chinese listeners’ 
perception of unattested CC onset clusters in Dutch, compared to the perception of 
Dutch native listeners? 

 
(b) In perception tasks, do Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners have hidden 
phonotactic knowledge to these unattested CC onset clusters?17 

 
(c) In perception tasks, do any sonority-related constraints play a role in Mandarin 
Chinese listeners’ perception grammar, in contrast to their role in Dutch native 
listeners’ perception grammar?  
 
 

3.2 Hypotheses 

 
Three research questions invoke three hypotheses in this thesis. With regard to the first research 
question, I hypothesize that both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners will have misperceptions 
in their perception of Dutch unattested CC onset clusters, but Dutch listeners will have fewer 
misperceptions than Mandarin Chinese listeners. This hypothesis is based on two facts: 1) Dutch 
listeners have mastered their native language better than Mandarin Chinese listeners, and 2) Dutch 
language tolerates more marked onset clusters than Mandarin Chinese. Under the view of the 
proposal of Pater (2004), the phonological grammar in perception regulates the markedness of 
representations that are constructed on the basis of the acoustic signal. Both groups of listeners will 
have misperceptions of these unattested Dutch CC onset clusters, because these illegal forms will 
be regulated by Dutch phonological grammar and interlanguage grammar by Dutch listeners and 

                                                 
17 Since it has not been shown that Dutch native speakers have hidden phonotactic knowledge to the unattested onset 
clusters so far in L1 phonology literature, this will be explored in this present study in order to see if L2 listeners’ 
hidden phonotactic knowledge is different from L1 listeners’. 
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Mandarin Chinese listeners respectively, considering that these clusters are not allowed in their 
L1/L2 Dutch language.  
 
In addition, Dutch listeners will have fewer misperceptions than Mandarin Chinese listeners 
according to the markedness of non Dutch input. It is because the native phonological grammar of 
Dutch listeners and the interlanguage grammar of Mandarin Chinese allow onsets of different 
complexities. As discussed in section 2.6, Dutch not only has many two-consonantal onset clusters 
but also some tri-consonantal ones. Furthermore, Dutch allows CC onset clusters with SD=1, 
which means that it permits highly marked CC forms. With respect to attested Dutch input, 
faithfulness constraints always outrank markedness constraints in their perception grammar, which 
produces no misperceptions at all. With the perfect ability of perceiving attested CC onset clusters, 
Dutch listeners will benefit in perceiving unattested ones accurately. On the other hand, Mandarin 
Chinese listeners will have more misperceptions due to their relatively more restrictive 
interlanguage grammar, which bans some CC onset clusters to be stored faithfully in the 
representations of perception and allows some CC onset clusters to be stored faithfully. 
Accordingly, faithfulness constraints will either be dominated by some markedness constraints or 
outrank some markedness constraints in their interlanguage grammar. Possible strategies, such as 
deleting one of the consonants or vowel epenthesis between two consonants will be adopted to 
store these forms in the representations in perception.  
 
As for the second research question, the hypothesis will be that both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch 
listeners will have hidden phonotactic knowledge about the markedness of unattested Dutch CC 
onset clusters in perception. This hypothesis again relies on the model of Pater (2004) which 
asserts that non-native forms will be regulated by native grammar in perception and production and 
hence, yielding hidden rankings on the basis of interactions between markedness constraints and 
faithfulness constraints. Accordingly, to the unattested CC onset clusters in Dutch, both Mandarin 
Chinese and Dutch listeners will have hidden rankings of markedness constraints. Yet the hidden 
rankings of both groups of listeners will be different because of their different native grammars.  
 
With respect to the third research question, the third hypothesis is proposed conditionally on the 
basis of the correctness of the second hypothesis. If the second hypothesis is correct, I will 
hypothesize that markedness constraints of phonotactics will play a role in the perception grammar 
of L1 and L2 Dutch listeners, and relevant phonotactic constraints are sonority-based. A 
higher-ranked sonority-related constraint in the hierarchy will ban more marked structures (CC 
onset clusters with smaller SDs), whereas a lower-ranked constraint will ban less marked forms in 
the input (CC onset clusters with larger SDs). Hence, more marked structures will be regulated 
more by the grammars of each group of listeners, which incurs more misperceptions in perception; 
and less marked forms will be more faithfully stored in perception representations and hence, will 
yield fewer misperceptions. Moreover, Dutch listeners will have less unfaithful perceptions to both 
marked and unmarked structures than L1 Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch, again due to the 
restrictiveness of syllable structures of their different native grammars.  
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3.3 Predictions 

 
Four experiments were conducted in this thesis to detect the hidden phonotactic knowledge of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners. The identification task was to test 
if listeners have misperceptions of two Dutch phonemes /l/ and /r/. During the experiment, the 
participants had to decide whether they heard /l/ or /r/. The second task was a syllable judgment 
task, in which the subjects were asked to judge whether they heard one or two syllables in each trial. 
These two experiments were conducted in order to see, apart from the effects of sonority distance, 
whether phoneme confusion and syllable number confusion can account for the hidden rankings of 
listeners in the comparative wordlikeness judgment experiments. The main experiments of the 
current study were two comparative wordlikeness judgment experiments, in which the hidden 
phonotactic knowledge of listeners was tapped. In these two experiments, participants had to 
choose a form which was more like a real Dutch word between two Dutch nonce words. The 
second comparative wordlikeness judgment experiment was designed to reduce possible 
misperceptions in terms of giving listeners more phonetic discriminations among stimuli on the 
basis of the first one.  
 

3.3.1 Prediction of Identification Task: the Perception of Dutch /l/ and /r/ 

 
In order to test whether participants have bias towards Dutch /l/ and /r/ in two illegal Dutch CC 
onset clusters /tl/ and /dl/, the identification task was conducted. During the experiment, the 
subjects, both Dutch and Mandarin Chinese listeners had to indicate whether they heard /l/ or /r/ 
after hearing each stimulus. All of the stimuli are Dutch nonce words. The stimuli have either 
attested onset clusters such as /pl/, /tr/ or unattested ones, namely /tl/ and /dl/. Dutch listeners, in the 
light of Dutch phonological grammar, will perceive forms with attested CC onset clusters 
accurately; whereas they will have misperceptions of /tl/ and /dl/, because these two clusters do not 
exist in Dutch language. In the experimental literature, it is shown that illegal English onset clusters 
/tl/ and /dl/ were misperceived as /tr/ and /dr/ respectively by English listeners (Massaro & Cohen 
1983; Pitt 1998), which gives experimental evidence that Dutch listeners will perceive /tl/ and /dl/ 
as /tr/ and /dr/ respectively.  
 
Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch, on the other hand will have more misperceptions compared 
to Dutch listeners’ misperceptions on the basis of their grammar. More marked structures will raise 
more misperceptions by Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch, and vice versa. Mandarin Chinese 
phonological grammar does not allow any onset clusters, which predicts that the forms with both 
attested and unattested Dutch onset clusters will yield misperceptions. However, Mandarin 
Chinese participants in the task are all advanced learners of L2 Dutch, so their interlanguage 
grammar is between their native language grammar and their L2 grammar. These listeners have 
had enough positive evidence which shows that Dutch tolerates many CC onset clusters, such as 
/pl/ and /tr/ and hence, they can perceive the forms with attested Dutch CC onset clusters quite 
faithfully guided by their interlanguage grammar. But given the fact that Mandarin Chinese only 
has one phonemic category /l/ which covers the range of two Dutch categories /l/ and /r/, Mandarin 
Chinese listeners will confuse these two phonemes both in perception and production. Some 
experimental literature shows that there is confusion of /l/ and /r/ by L2 listeners (Cutler, Weber & 
Otake 2006). Mandarin Chinese listeners will perceive less accurately than Dutch listeners because 
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Mandarin Chinese only has one phoneme category for /l/ and /r/. With respect to the unattested /tl/ 
and /dl/, Mandarin Chinese listeners will have difficulties in distinguishing them from /tr/ and /dr/ 
respectively. In contrast to the perceptions of the forms with attested CC onset clusters, they will 
have more misperceptions of /tl/ and /dl/ due to the lack of exposure to these two illegal clusters 
and the confusion caused by the single category of /l/ and /r/ in their native language grammar.  
 

3.3.2 Prediction of Syllable Number Judgment Task 

 
During this experiment, listeners had to judge whether the stimulus they heard had one or two 
syllables. All of the stimuli were Dutch nonce words, in which there were half monosyllabic words 
and half disyllabic words. Target monosyllabic words only had unattested CC clusters in onset 
position. Both Dutch and Mandarin Chinese listeners will have misperceptions of non-native forms. 
Mandarin Chinese listeners will perceive monosyllabic forms with more misperceptions than 
Dutch listeners; whereas they will perceive disyllabic forms as good as Dutch listeners. Moreover, 
the perceptions of disyllabic forms will be much better than that of monosyllabic forms by 
Mandarin Chinese listeners. Furthermore, if listeners are sensitive to the markedness of unattested 
onset clusters, and if the strategy which is adopted to recode the stimulus is vowel epenthesis, then 
the accuracy of responses should be related to the markedness value of the unattested onset clusters. 
Accordingly, when the markedness of an unattested CC onset clusters in monosyllabic forms 
increases, listeners will tend to judge monosyllabic forms as their disyllabic counterparts and tend 
to classify disyllabic counterparts as disyllabic. In addition, these tendencies of Mandarin Chinese 
listeners will be more obvious than Dutch listeners, because Mandarin Chinese phonological 
grammar does not allow CC onset clusters, and it prefers forms which consist of two syllables (see 
footnote 8). 
 

3.3.3 Predictions of Comparative Wordlikeness Judgment Tasks 

 
Two comparative wordlikeness judgment tasks were presented to both Mandarin Chinese and 
Dutch listeners to reveal the listeners’ hidden phonotactic knowledge and the role of the 
markedness constraints in hidden rankings. In the tasks, the listeners had to select an auditory token 
which was more like a real Dutch word within a pair of nonce words in each trial. Stimuli were all 
nonce words of Dutch. Berent et al. (2006) showed that with the help of phonetic encouragement, 
listeners can perceive highly marked onsets just as accurately as they perceive less marked onsets. 
In addition, it demonstrated that the failed perceptions of highly marked onsets were due to the 
phonetic confusion. By adopting the method of Berent et al. (2006), the second comparative 
wordlikeness judgment task was conducted in order to test two aspects: 1) whether the listeners’ 
choices in the first comparative wordlikeness judgment task reflected the active phonological 
grammar, and 2) whether they were due to the phonetic confusability of the existence of the schwa 
which was present or absent between the first and second consonants, namely the confusions 
between CCVC and CəCVC forms. Participants heard more disyllabic forms (CəCVC) in the 
second comparative task than in the first one, which was an encouragement to help listeners to 
realize the discrimination between CCVC and CəCVC stimuli. Assuming that failure of 
comparisons between pairs of highly marked CC onset clusters is not due to phonetic confusion, 
the heightened attention to the acoustic properties that differentiate CCVC forms from its 
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counterparts CəCVC forms might improve the perception. If phonetic discrimination effect is 
shown under the design of the second task, then the source of making choices by listeners will be 
the phonological grammar, but not phonetic confusion.  
 
If phonological grammar is the source of the results, then hidden phonotactic knowledge of Dutch 
and Mandarin Chinese listeners will be realized by the hidden rankings about the markedness of 
phonotactics in their grammars. In the experiments, sonority distance will be an important cue for 
both groups of listeners to make decisions. Forms with more marked unattested CC onset clusters 
(smaller SDs) will be judged as less Dutch-like when compared to the ones with less marked 
unattested CC onset clusters (larger SDs), and vice versa. The judgments that more marked 
structures are more Dutch-like than less marked structures will be made more by Mandarin Chinese 
listeners than those by Dutch listeners. It is because Mandarin Chinese will tend to classify the 
monosyllabic forms with more marked CC onset clusters as their disyllabic counterparts which are 
less marked. Therefore, more serious markedness constraints will dominate faithfulness constraints 
in Mandarin Chinese listeners’ perception grammar. However, perceptive faithfulness constraints 
will outrank markedness constraints in Dutch listeners’ grammar. Marked structures will be 
faithfully parsed in perception mainly, because their grammar permits marked structures. Apart 
from the sonority-related constraints, the OCP constraints will play a role when the incoming 
inputs violate this principle, for instance, the judgments of the forms with onset clusters /tl/ and /dl/. 
The interactions not only between markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints but also the 
sonority-related constraints and the OCP constraint will determine different hidden rankings of 
both groups of listeners.  
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4. Experiment 1: Identification Task − the Perception of 
Dutch /l/ and /r/ 
      

 
In section 2, I introduced the experimental literature about the perception of /l/ and /r/ by English 
native listeners and L2 learners of English (Massaro & Cohen 1983; Pitt 1998; Cutler, Weber & 
Otake 2006). English native listeners tended to perceive /tr/ and /dr/ when they were presented with 
auditory stimuli /tl/ and /dl/ respectively (Massaro & Cohen 1983; Pitt 1998). Japanese L2 learners 
of English had asymmetrical misperceptions of /l/ and /r/; they perceived more /l/ than /r/. In the 
light of these experiments, an identification task was conducted to test whether Mandarin Chinese 
and Dutch listeners had a perceptual bias towards two Dutch phonemes /l/ and /r/. In the 
experiment, the two phonemes were embedded in the stimuli as the second consonant in onset 
positions. As I hypothesized in section 3, both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners will have 
misperceptions in their perception of unattested Dutch CC onset clusters by regulating illegal 
forms into legal ones according to the model of Pater (2004). In addition, Dutch listeners will have 
fewer misperceptions than Mandarin Chinese listeners, because their Dutch language knowledge is 
better than that of Mandarin Chinese listeners. Let me now briefly go over the predictions (see 
Section 3.3.1 for more details). As for Dutch native listeners, I predict that they will accurately 
perceive words with attested CC onset clusters. They will, however, have misperceptions of /tl/ and 
/dl/, given that these two clusters do not exist in Dutch. As for Mandarin Chinese listeners, I predict 
that they will have more misperceptions of both attested and unattested onset clusters on the basis 
of their grammar. More marked structures will trigger more misperceptions, and vice versa. In spite 
of the fact that Mandarin Chinese only has one phonemic category /l/ which covers the range of two 
Dutch categories /l/ and /r/, Mandarin Chinese listeners will, with the help of their Dutch language 
knowledge, perceive attested Dutch onset clusters reasonably well, although not as accurately as 
Dutch native listeners. As for the unattested /tl/ and /dl/, Mandarin Chinese listeners will have more 
difficulties in distinguishing them from /tr/ and /dr/ respectively. Two factors seem to come into 
play. The first is that they lack exposure to these two illegal clusters in their L2 Dutch. The second 
is that they confuse /l/ and /r/ due to the single category of these two phonemes in their native 
language grammar.  
 
 

4.1 Participants 

 
Twelve Mandarin Chinese listeners took part in the experiment. They were all advanced L2 
learners of Dutch with an average age of 22.67. Their average length of staying in the Netherlands 
is 4.17 years. Seven of them came to the Netherlands 3 to 4 years ago. They were studying their 
high school programs which were taught in Dutch in The Hague, and Dutch was their main 
language for daily use. Five of them had stayed in the Netherlands for at least 4 years, and they 
were working in Dutch companies or universities, where they used Dutch language every working 
day. Twelve Dutch native listeners with an average age of 26.75, as a control group, participated in 
the experiment too. Ten of them were college students in Utrecht University, and two of them were 
staff in a computer company in Utrecht. Two college students reported that they were from 
Friesland in Holland and could speak Fries.   
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4.2 Materials 

 
The Dutch nonce words in the experiment were all monosyllabic words with CCVC syllable 
structures. The first consonant in the onset position was a plosive ([b, p, t, d, k]) or fricative ([f, v]), 
and the second consonant was a liquid, either [l] or [r]. Each nonce word had one of the vowels [ɑ, 
ε, I, ɔ, œ] and had a single coda in the set of [p, k, t, f, s, m, n, l]. Voiced plosives and fricatives were 
not used as codas because of final devoicing in Dutch (see Appendix 1). The target words began 
with the onset clusters /tl/, /dl/, /tr/, and /dr/. There were 10 nonce words for each of them, yielding 
40 target nonce words in total. Stimuli which had /l/ as their second consonant will be called “L 
stimuli”, and stimuli which had /r/ as their second consonant, “R stimuli”. In order to encourage 
subjects to treat the stimuli as Dutch, 30 filler nonce words with attested onset clusters were 
presented to them as well, in which half of the nonce words were L stimuli and half were R stimuli. 
During the experiment, all of the auditory stimuli were presented twice, which indicated that each 
subject would hear 140 nonce words in total, consisting of 40 X 2 = 80 target nonce words and 30 X 
2 = 60 filler nonce words.  
 
The nonce words with CCVC structure consisted of the phonemes mentioned above. The number 
of phonological neighbors of each CCVC was estimated by substituting a single phoneme using the 
CELEX database (Baayen, Piepen-brock, & Van Rijn 1993). The neighborhood density of the 
selected stimuli was controlled, since the stimuli had similar numbers of phonological neighbors 
and summed frequency.  
 
The stimuli were recorded by a Dutch native speaker who is a phonetician in Nijmegen and they 
were checked by several phonologists at the UiL-OTS of Utrecht University to make sure that no 
schwa could be traced between the first and the second consonant in CC onset clusters.   
 
 

4.3 Procedure 

 
The experiment was run in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2007). The subjects did the experiment in a 
quiet place. Every subject had to sit in front of a computer screen wearing a headphone. Before 
doing the experiment, participants were told that all the forms they would hear in the experiment 
were Dutch nonce words. When an auditory item was given, they had to decide whether what they 
heard was /l/ or /r/ by clicking /l/ or /r/, which were in two boxes on the computer screen. Only after 
clicking /l/ or /r/, the second trial would be presented, so subjects had enough time to make 
decisions. There were 4 breaks in the experiment, which subjects could take upon request. The 
instruction to Mandarin Chinese subjects was in Mandarin Chinese while Dutch subjects were 
instructed in English. Trial order was randomized.  
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 4.4 Results 

 

4.4.1 Response accuracy  

 
The results of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners are presented in Table 4. Table 5 shows the 
statistical properties of correct responses of two groups of listeners to L stimuli, R stimuli and 
overall stimuli. Figure 1 shows the results of Mandarin Chinese listeners, and Figure 2 shows the 
results of Dutch listeners. With regard to the results of Mandarin Chinese listeners, an ANOVA 
analysis yielded a significant effect in response accuracy over all target stimuli (F(1, 13) = 26.568, 
sig.= .000), which indicates that the listeners could distinguish the phonemes /l/ and /r/ well. 
Further analysis was conducted separately for L stimuli and R stimuli. With L stimuli, a significant 
effect in response accuracy was yielded (F(1, 6) = 23.265, sig.= .003). As for R stimuli, a significant 
effect was yielded (F(1, 6) = 7.826, sig.= .031).  
 
Table 4 Results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners 
in Identification task 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 5 The statistical properties of correct responses of Mandarin Chinese 
listeners and Dutch native listeners in Identification task 
 

Mandarin Chinese listeners Dutch native listeners  

Mean Std. Deviation Mean Std. Deviation 
L Stimuli 86.27 53.360 99.71 68.168 
R Stimuli 82.71 64.373 99.00 67.290 
Overall 84.57 56.953 99.36 65.075 
 

Mandarin Chinese listeners Dutch native listeners 

L Stimuli R Stimuli L Stimuli  R Stimuli 
CC 

onsets 
Correct 
Res. 

CC 
onsets 

Correct 
Res. 

   CC 
Onsets 

Correct     
   Res. 

  CC 
Onsets 

Correct   
   Res. 

#PL 91.7% #PR 73.3%   #PL 100%   #PR 100% 
#BL 85% #BR 73.3%   #BL 100%   #BR 98.3% 
#KL 88.3% #KR 85%   #KL 100%   #KR 98.3% 
#TL 78% #TR 80.5%   #TL 100%   #TR 98.5% 
#DL 86.5% #DR 95.5%   #DL 99.5%   #DR 99% 
#FL 98.3% #FR 76.7%   #FL 98.3%   #FR 100% 
#VL 96.7% #VR 70%   #VL 100%   #VR 100% 
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Figure 1 Ratings to /l/ and /r/ by Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch 
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Figure 2 Ratings to /l/ and /r/ by Dutch native listeners 

 
As for Dutch native listeners, the perceptions of all stimuli were almost perfect. They could 
distinguish /l/ and /r/ accurately (F(1, 13) = 32.767, sig.= .000). The perceptions of L stimuli were 
accurate (F(1, 6) = 14.954, sig.= .008), and the perceptions of R stimuli were with high response 
accuracy (F(1, 6) = 15.307, sig.= .008).  
 

4.4.2 Discussion   

 
The results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch in Experiment 1 are consistent with the 
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prediction that Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch should have misperceptions not only of 
unattested Dutch CC onset clusters but also attested ones. Unattested CC onset clusters tl- and dl- 
triggered most misperceptions by Mandarin Chinese listeners, compared to other L stimuli. This 
suggests that phonotactic knowledge of L2 may have influenced listeners’ perceptions to a certain 
extent. Nonetheless, Dutch listeners almost perceived every CC onset cluster perfectly in this 
experiment, including the perceptions of the unattested clusters tl- and dl-. This suggests that a 
ceiling effect is yielded by Dutch listeners. Phonotactics never ever get a chance to affect tl-/dl- 
perception, because the phonemic perception is too accurate. In general, both Mandarin Chinese 
and Dutch listeners can distinguish /l/ and /r/ very well. No bias towards /l/ and /r/ in either types of 
stimuli by either Mandarin Chinese or Dutch listeners was found. However, with respect to the 
results of Mandarin Chinese listeners, L stimuli were perceived relatively better than R stimuli by 
Mandarin Chinese listeners, which might be due to L1 transfer.18  
 

Of interest is that among L stimuli, the unattested onset cluster tl- triggered most misperceptions 
and dl- also yielded relatively more wrong responses than other stimuli with attested clusters 
(except for bl-). It indicates that these two onset clusters are relatively more difficult than other 
clusters with /l/. Why do Mandarin Chinese listeners have much more difficulties to perceive these 
two onset clusters than Dutch listeners? I will argue that two possible explanations can account for 
the errors of perceiving tl- and dl-. First, compared to other attested CC onset clusters in the 
experiment, Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch are lacking exposure to these two clusters, which 
will trigger regulations by their phonological grammar. Second, the results might be due to a 
universal tendency that onset consonants avoid sharing the same place of articulations, viz. 
OCP-Place constraints (Greenberg 1978). Unattested tl- and dl- are banned because of the OCP 
[COR, −cont] constraint, which prohibits adjacent coronal noncontinuant segments in an onset 
cluster. To my knowledge there are no decisive arguments in favor of the one or the other 
explanation. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
18 This finding is consistent with the survey of loanwords adaptation in Mandarin Chinese. Foreign /l/ tends to be 
adapted to Mandarin Chinese /l/. Foreign /r/, however, is mainly adapted as /l/. A survey done by Miao (2005) about 
loanword adaptation in Chinese shows that 100% of /l/ from English, German and Italian is adapted as /l/ in Chinese, 
when /l/ is the onset of the original word. And 95.62% of /r/ is adapted as /l/ when /r/ is the onset of the source word. 
Only 2.63% of /r/ is adapted as Chinese retroflex /r/.   
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5. Experiment 2: Syllable Number Judgment Task 
 

 

Experiment 1 suggests that advanced Mandarin Chinese learners of Dutch and Dutch native 
listeners perceive Dutch /l/ and /r/ with a high degree of accuracy, although Mandarin Chinese 
listeners have more misperceptions than Dutch listeners. Beside possible phoneme misperceptions 
of non-native input, numerous studies demonstrate that vowel epenthesis is one of the most 
common strategies in perceiving unattested structures (Dupoux et al. 1999; Dupoux et al. 2001; 
Berent et al. 2006 among others). Therefore, in Experiment 2 vowel epenthesis was investigated 
with respect to the misperceptions of CCVC monosyllables with various onset clusters. In addition, 
the markedness of onset clusters will be under investigation as well. The hypothesis of the current 
experiment is similar to the one of Experiment 1. According to the proposal of Pater (2004), both 
Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners will have misperceptions when they perceive non-native 
input of Dutch by regulating these illegal forms into legal ones. Again, Dutch listeners will have 
fewer misperceptions of monosyllabic forms than Mandarin Chinese listeners. As for the 
markedness of onset clusters, when sonority distance of an onset cluster increases, the onset cluster 
will become less marked, and vice versa. Therefore, I will hypothesize that sonority distance is a 
factor that has a potential effect on listeners’ judgments. More marked onset clusters will trigger 
more misperceptions, and vice versa.  
 
The predictions of this experiment will be specified in the following. First, when perceiving 
monosyllabic CCVC forms with unattested Dutch CC onset clusters, Mandarin Chinese listeners 
will have more misperceptions than Dutch listeners. It is because on the one hand, their Dutch 
language knowledge is poorer than that of Dutch listeners; on the other hand, Mandarin Chinese 
does not allow any onset clusters, which prevents these monosyllabic forms from being perceived 
as monosyllables faithfully. Second, there will be misperceptions of disyllabic forms by both 
groups of listeners. But the accuracy of perceptions of the disyllabic forms of Mandarin Chinese 
and Dutch listeners will not differ very much, which is due to the existence of disyllabic forms in 
both languages. However, Mandarin Chinese listeners will perceive disyllabic forms much better 
than monosyllabic forms, because Mandarin Chinese does not allow onset clusters and prefers 
words which are disyllabic. Third, if the role of the markedness of unattested onset clusters is 
demonstrated, then the most marked onset clusters with SD=1 (i.e. fm- and xm-) will trigger most 
misperceptions. Conversely, the least marked onset clusters with SD=3 (i.e. tl- and dl-) will trigger 
fewest misperceptions.  
 
 

5.1 Participants 

 
Twelve Mandarin Chinese listeners with an average age of 25.92 participated in the experiment. 
Their Dutch language was at an advanced level (similar to that of the participants in Experiment 1). 
Their average length of residence in Holland is 10.54 years. Six of them were studying their high 
school or university programs which were given in Dutch in Utrecht and Rotterdam. Another six of 
them were working in Dutch companies, hospitals, or schools. Among the Mandarin Chinese 
subjects, three of them had given Mandarin Chinese language courses to Dutch native speakers in 
Dutch for years. A control group consisting of twelve Dutch native listeners with an average age of 
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19.23 took part in the experiment too. All of them were first year college students at Utrecht 
University.  
 
 

5.2 Materials 

 

Stimuli were designed in the same way as in Experiment 1 (see Appendix 2). These nonce words 
consisted of two parts, half of which were CCVC monosyllabic forms and half of which were 
disyllabic counterparts of CCVC forms, with epenthetic schwa, i.e. CəCVC forms. 18 
monosyllabic target nonce words had only unattested Dutch CC clusters as their onsets, and the 
onsets had a sonority distance of 1(fricative – nasal, e.g., fmet), or 2 (plosive – nasal, e.g., pmik) or 
3 (plosive – liquid, e.g., tlem). Their disyllabic counterparts differed only in the presence of a schwa 
between two consonants in the onset position (e.g., fəmet, pəmik, təlem). 12 monosyllabic filler 
nonce words with attested Dutch CC onset clusters were presented in order to encourage 
participants to treat the stimuli with unattested onset clusters as Dutch onset clusters (e.g., plup, 
blek, flas). Moreover, their disyllabic counterparts were also included (e.g., pəlup, bəlek, fəlas). 
During the experiment, every auditory stimuli was presented twice, which meant that each subject 
would hear 108 stimuli in total, among which were 18 X 2 X 2 =72 target nonce words and 9 X 2 X 
2 = 36 filler nonce words. Since filler nonce words had attested clusters, responses to them might 
be due to familiarity with these onsets. For this reason, I will exclude them in the analysis of the 
results. The stimuli were recorded by the same speaker as in Experiment 1, and they were checked 
by several phonologists at the UiL-OTS to make sure that the schwa between the first and the 
second consonant was absent in CC onset clusters in monosyllabic nonce words and was present in 
disyllabic nonce words.   
 
 

5.3 Procedure 

 
The experiment was run in Praat and was done in a quiet place. Subjects sat in front of a computer 
screen and wore headphones. Before the experiment started, participants were informed that all the 
forms they would hear in the experiment were Dutch nonce words. After hearing an auditory item, 
they had to judge whether the item had one or two syllables by clicking ‘1’ or ‘2’ which appeared in 
two boxes on the computer screen. Only after clicking, the second trial would be given, so 
participants had enough time to make decisions. Four breaks were included in the experiment, 
which participants could use optionally. The instruction to Mandarin Chinese subjects was in 
Mandarin Chinese and Dutch subjects were instructed in Dutch. Trial order was randomized in the 
experiment.  
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5.4 Results 

 

5.4.1 Response accuracy  

 
The results of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners are reported in Table 6. Table 7 illustrates the 
statistical properties of correct responses of both groups of listeners to monosyllabic nonce words, 
their disyllabic counterparts and the overall stimuli. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of Mandarin 
Chinese listeners and Dutch listeners in terms of diagrams respectively. As for the results of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners, a significant effect was yielded by an ANOVA analysis in response 
accuracy over all target stimuli (F(1, 11) = 7.500, sig.= .019), which indicates that the listeners can 
differentiate monosyllabic stimuli from disyllabic words in general. The effect of stimulus type 
was further analyzed separately for monosyllabic and disyllabic stimuli. With respect to 
monosyllabic stimuli, a significant effect in response accuracy was not detected (F(1, 5) = .154, 
sig.= .711), which shows that Mandarin Chinese listeners did not perceive the monosyllabic CCVC 
stimuli accurately. They often perceived monosyllabic forms as their disyllabic counterparts. On 
the other hand, a significant effect in response accuracy of disyllabic stimuli was yielded (F(1, 5) = 
47.267, sig.= .001), which reveals that Mandarin Chinese listeners perceived the disyllabic CəCVC 
stimuli accurately in general. What is worth mentioning is that monosyllabic stimuli with onset 
clusters fm- and xm- (SD=1) were categorized as disyllabic with a percentage of 55.6% and 86.1% 
respectively. However, their disyllabic counterparts were judged as disyllabic words on most trials 
with a percentage of 91.7% and 98.6% respectively. As for Dutch native listeners, a significant 
effect in response accuracy for all target stimuli was found (F(1, 11) = 568.615, sig.= .000), which 
demonstrates that Dutch listeners can distinguish monosyllabic words from disyllabic words 
generally. A further analysis of the effect of stimuli type was conducted. A significant effect in 
response accuracy was shown (F(1, 5) = 186.856, sig.= .000), which indicates that Dutch listeners 
perceived the monosyllabic CCVC stimuli accurately. Furthermore, they perceived the disyllabic 
stimuli accurately, since a significant effect in response accuracy of disyllabic stimuli was found 
(F(1, 5) = 707.232, sig.= .000). Of interest is that monosyllabic forms with the least sonority-wise 
marked onset clusters (SD=3, i.e. tl- and dl-) were perceived least accurately (response accuracy of 
83.3% and 81.9% respectively), while km- (SD=2) was perceived best (response accuracy of 
97.2%).  
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Table 6 Results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners 
in Syllable number judgment task 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 7 The statistical properties of correct responses of Mandarin Chinese 
listeners and Dutch native listeners in Syllable number judgment task 
 

Mandarin Chinese listeners Dutch native listeners  

Mean Std. Deviation Mean Std. Deviation 
Monosyllables 37.17 16.400 62.33 4.719 
Disyllables 61.33 9.026 65.67 2.733 
Overall 50.08 17.814 64.00 4.068 
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Figure 3 Ratings to syllable numbers by Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch 

 

Mandarin Chinese listeners Dutch native listeners 

Monosyllables Disyllables Monosyllables Disyllables 
CC 
onsets 

Correct 
Res. 

CC 
onsets 

Correct 
Res. 

CC 
onsets 

Correct 
Res. 

CC 
onsets 

Correct 
Res. 

#FM 44.4% #FəM 91.7% #FM 90.3% #FəM 87.5% 
#XM 13.9% #XəM 98.6% #XM 87.5% #XəM 86.1% 
#PM 61.1% #PəM 80.6% #PM 79.2% #PəM 94.4% 
#KM 47.2% #KəM 88.9% #KM 97.2% #KəM 95.8% 
#TL 81.9% #TəL 62.5% #TL 83.3% #TəL 91.7% 
#DL 75% #DəL 88.9% #DL 81.9% #DəL 91.7% 
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Figure 4 Ratings to syllable numbers by Dutch native listeners 

 

5.4.2 Discussion  

 
The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that misperceptions of monosyllabic forms by both 
Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners were found, which is consistent with the first prediction of 
this experiment. Mandarin Chinese listeners had more misperceptions of monosyllables than Dutch 
listeners. In fact, the results show that Mandarin Chinese listeners cannot distinguish monosyllabic 
forms from their disyllabic counterparts. In contrast, although Dutch listeners demonstrated 
misperceptions of monosyllabic forms, they perceived these forms very well generally. The second 
prediction that both groups of listeners had misperceptions of disyllabic forms is born out as well. It 
was shown that the correct responses to disyllabic forms did not differ very much in the two groups 
of listeners. Moreover, Mandarin Chinese listeners perceived disyllabic forms a lot better than 
monosyllabic forms. In contrast, this preference was not shown by Dutch listeners. To sum up the 
findings of this experiment at this point, Mandarin Chinese listeners had a bias towards disyllabic 
forms, while Dutch listeners did not. When monosyllabic forms were presented to them, Mandarin 
Chinese listeners tended to perceive them as their disyllabic counterparts. Conversely, when 
disyllabic forms were presented, they tended to perceive them faithfully as disyllables.  
 
The third prediction of this experiment is not completely confirmed. As for the results of Mandarin 
Chinese listeners, the finding is consistent with the prediction that when the sonority-based 
markedness of onset clusters increased, more confusion between monosyllabic forms and their 
disyllabic counterparts would be yielded by Mandarin Chinese listeners. Hence, Mandarin Chinese 
listeners tended to perceive the monosyllabic forms with the most marked CC onset clusters least 
accurately (SD=1, e.g., fmet) and to perceive the disyllabic counterparts of these monosyllabic 
words (e.g., fəmet, the counterpart of fmet) most accurately. Conversely, they perceived 
monosyllabic forms with the least marked CC onset clusters (SD=3, e.g. tlis) with the highest 
response accuracy, while they perceived the disyllabic counterparts of these monosyllabic forms 
(e.g., təlis) least accurately. The dispreference for more marked monosyllabic onset clusters of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners not only prevents the faithful perception of monosyllabic forms, but 
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also prevents the unfaithful perception of their disyllabic counterparts. In sum, in this experiment, 
the hidden phonotactic knowledge that SD=3 is preferred over SD=2, which, in turn is preferred 
over SD=1 (preference of SD=3 > SD=2 > SD=1), has been observed in the form of the systematic 
misperception of marked onset clusters (misperception of SD=1 > SD=2 > SD=3).  
 
With regard to the results of Dutch listeners, they are not consistent with the third prediction of this 
experiment. Dutch listeners did not show hidden ranking of phonotactics systematically. They had 
misperceptions of the unattested CC onset clusters. However, the results do not show that 
sonority-based markedness determined the judgments of listeners. For instance, monosyllabic 
forms with the least sonority-wise marked onset clusters (SD=3, i.e. tl- and dl-) triggered most 
misperceptions, while km- (SD=2) was perceived best. Moreover, the listeners judged the 
disyllabic counterparts of onset clusters pm- and km- most accurately. Interestingly, they 
categorized the disyllabic counterparts of the most sonority-wise marked onset clusters (i.e. fəm- 
and xəm-) as monosyllabic most, compared to other disyllabic forms (i.e. pəm-, kəm- and təl-, dəl-). 
This finding contradicts the prediction that the most sonority-based marked onset clusters will 
trigger most misperceptions. It seems that sonority-based markedness of onset clusters is not the 
only source of misperceptions. Some other elements, such as the OCP constraint or lexicon 
frequency, might play a role as well. Compared to the perception of pm- and km-, the clusters tl- 
and dl- were more difficult to perceive accurately, this is probably because the markedness 
constraint OCP [COR, −cont] is ranked between two sonority-related markedness constraints, 
*SD=1ons and *SD=2ons. With regard to the perceptions of pm- and km-, these two clusters share the 
same sonority distance, but pm- triggered most misperceptions whereas km- triggered least among 
all the target onset clusters. Highly correct perceptions of km- may be attributed to the 
high-frequency of the attested onset cluster kn- in Dutch. Given the fact that xe- is the prefix of the 
Dutch past participle, it can be expected that nonce words which start with xm- trigger most 
misperceptions. Surprisingly, the monosyllabic nonce words with the most marked structures 
triggered fewest misperceptions (e.g., fmet misperceived as fəmet); while their disyllabic 
counterparts triggered most misperceptions (e.g., fəmet, misperceived as fmet). Hence, it is not 
clear which source(s) determined the results of Dutch listeners in this experiment.  
 
A question remains to be answered in this experiment: why do Mandarin Chinese listeners have the 
bias towards disyllabic forms which Dutch listeners do not show? From an optimality theoretic 
point of view, more marked structures are banned by highly-ranked markedness constraints which 
outrank faithfulness constraints in the grammar of Mandarin Chinese listeners. Therefore, listeners 
tend to recode highly marked structures as less marked ones. The phonological representations of 
highly marked structures in their perceptive grammars are less marked than their original forms. 
Mandarin Chinese does not allow any CC onset clusters, but in the current experiment participants 
were forced to judge syllable numbers, so the only perceptual illusion tapped into was vowel 
epenthesis. Hence, monosyllabic forms with highly marked CC onset clusters will be recoded as 
their disyllables which are less marked. Furthermore, it was found that disyllabic forms were 
perceived much better than monosyllabic forms, which confirms the generalization that Mandarin 
Chinese prefers disyllable forms as I discussed in footnote 8. However, Dutch language tolerates 
highly marked CC onset clusters as I presented in section 2.6. Dutch listeners have received a lot of 
input of CC onset clusters and hence, they must be able to perceive highly marked CC onset 
clusters faithfully. Therefore, on the one hand, because of the nonexistence of the unattested CC 
onset clusters in Dutch, the CC onset clusters must be regulated by Dutch phonological grammar to 
some extent. On the other hand, although they are unattested in Dutch, the perception of them will 
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benefit from the perception of attested CC onset clusters.  
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6. Experiments 3 & 4: The comparative wordlikeness 
judgment tasks 
 

 

Considering the main issue of tapping hidden phonotactic knowledge of L1 and L2 listeners, the 
first comparative wordlikeness judgment task was presented to both Mandarin Chinese of Dutch 
and Dutch native listeners. In this task, pairs of nonce words were presented to listeners via 
headphones. What the listeners had to do was to select a nonce word which they thought was more 
Dutch word-like within a pair of nonce words in each trial. In the study of Berent et al. (2006), 
listeners could perceive highly marked onsets as accurately as they perceived less marked onsets 
with the help of phonetic encouragement (see Section 3.3.3 for more details). In order to reduce the 
effect of vowel epenthesis in the first comparative wordlikeness judgment task, the second 
comparative task which had more disyllabic nonce words was conducted. It was to test whether the 
listeners’ decisions in the first comparative task showed the active phonological grammar or was 
due to the phonetic confusion between CCVC and CəCVC words.  
 

For these two tasks, according to Pater (2004), I will hypothesize that both Mandarin Chinese and 
Dutch listeners will have hidden phonotactic knowledge about the markedness of unattested CC 
onset clusters in perception. According to this model, non-native forms will be regulated by the 
native grammar in perception and production and hence, on the basis of interactions between 
markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints, hidden rankings will be yielded. Accordingly, 
when perceiving unattested Dutch CC onset clusters, both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners 
will show their hidden rankings of markedness constraints. However, the hidden rankings of two 
groups of listeners will differ from each other due to their different native grammars. Furthermore, 
I will hypothesize that relevant sonority-based phonotactic constraints will play a role in the 
perception grammar of L1 and L2 Dutch listeners. Sonority-based marked structures will be 
banned by highly-ranked sonority-related constraints in the hierarchy. Accordingly, more marked 
structures will be regulated to a larger extent, which triggers more misperceptions, and vice versa. 
Again, Dutch listeners will have less unfaithful perceptions of both marked and unmarked 
structures than Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch, which is due to the different complexity of 
syllable structures in their native grammar.  
 
The first prediction of the current comparative tasks concerns the purpose of conducting two 
different comparative wordlikeness judgment tasks. If phonetic confusion is demonstrated in the 
first comparative task, and if the choices made by listeners will be due to phonological grammar, 
not phonetic confusability, then attention to the acoustic properties will yield finer 
well-formedness scales of unattested onset clusters in the second comparative task. If phonological 
grammar is the source of the results, then the second and the third predictions of the comparative 
tasks can be proposed. The former is that both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners will have 
hidden phonotactic knowledge of Dutch. The latter is that the hidden knowledge will be realized by 
hidden rankings about the markedness of phonotactics in their grammars on the basis of the 
sonority distances of onset clusters. Forms with more marked unattested CC onset clusters (with 
smaller SDs) will be judged less Dutch word-like when compared to the forms with less marked 
unattested CC onset clusters (with larger SDs), and vice versa. According to the results of 
Experiment 2, Mandarin Chinese listeners tended to perceive monosyllabic forms with highly 
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marked onset clusters as their disyllabic counterparts which were unmarked. In contrast, Dutch 
listeners did not show this bias. Accordingly, Mandarin Chinese listeners will make more 
judgments that more marked structures are more Dutch word-like than less marked structures. 
Therefore, highly-ranked markedness constraints will dominate faithfulness constraints in 
Mandarin Chinese listeners’ perception grammar. However, for Dutch listeners, marked structures 
will be faithfully stored in their perception grammar mainly, because their grammar permits 
marked structures. Accordingly, perceptive faithfulness constraints will outrank markedness 
constraints in Dutch listeners’ grammar. The results of Experiment 1 and 2 suggest that OCP 
constraints might play a role in perceptions of clusters, tl- and dl-. Therefore, the interaction not 
only between markedness and faithfulness constraints but also sonority-related constraints and the 
OCP constraint will determine different hidden rankings of both groups of listeners.  
 

 

6.1 The first comparative wordlikeness judgment task 

 

6.1.1 Participants 

 
Thirteen advanced Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch with an average age of 30.62 participated 
in the experiment. Dutch language is their daily-used language. Their average length of residence 
in Holland is 7.76 years. Three of them were studying their high school programs which were 
taught in Dutch in The Hague. Five out of thirteen not only were Chinese language teachers for 
Dutch adults in Dutch in Chinese College Nederland or Open Universiteit Nerderland in Utrecht 
for several years, but also employees in Dutch companies for years. Two of the subjects were 
students, who had learned Dutch in their universities. Another two of them were from Taiwan, one 
of whom had been in Holland for 10 years, the other one for 20 years. The control group consisted 
of 13 Dutch native listeners with an average age of 26.31. Ten of them were college students at 
Utrecht University. 
 

6.1.2 Materials 

 

The materials included 90 trials (see Table 8) in which the target nonce words were identical to the 
ones used in Experiment 2 (see Appendix 3). Every trial contained a pair of auditory nonce words, 
both of which were either monosyllabic or disyllabic. The target monosyllabic nonce words were 
paired with different sonority distances (see Table 8), and in each pair of nonce words, vowels and 
codas differed as much as possible. The paired monosyllabic filler nonce words had different 
attested clusters for each nonce word in the pair. Disyllabic counterparts of target and filler nonce 
words were paired according to the monosyllabic pairs. Each trial was presented twice to the 
listener in the experiment. The goal of the current experiment was to examine whether the 
markedness of unattested CC onset clusters played a role in the judgments of comparative 
wordlikeness, so only monosyllabic target pairs were included in the analysis of the results.  
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Table 8 Trials in the first comparative wordlikeness judgment task 
 
Monosyllabic target pairs Example Number 
SD=1 vs. SD=2 fmet ~ kmaf 6 X 2=12 
SD=1 vs. SD=3 tlem ~ fmut 6 X 2=12 
SD=2 vs. SD=3 dlaf ~  pmik   6 X 2=12 
 
Monosyllabic filler pairs blek ~ flas  9 X 2=18 

fəmet ~ kəmaf 6 X 2=12 
təlem ~ fəmut 6 X 2=12 
dəlaf ~  pəmik   6 X 2=12 

Disyllabic counterparts of 
monosyllabic target and 
filler pairs 

bəlek ~ fəlas  9 X 2=18 
 

6.1.3 Procedure 

 
The experiment was run via the program FEP in Linux.19 Participants did the experiment in a quiet 
place, where they sat in front of a computer screen and wore headphones. They were informed that 
after they clicked ‘Om te beginnen’ (to start in Dutch) on the computer screen, they would hear 
pairs of spoken stimuli in sequence via the headphones. They were told that all the items they 
would hear were Dutch nonce words, and they were informed clearly that they would have 2500ms 
to decide within each pair which nonce word they thought was much more Dutch word-like. They 
were instructed that if they thought that the first spoken stimulus within a pair of nonce words was 
a better candidate, they could click ‘1’ on the button pad; while if they considered that the second 
stimulus was a better one, they could click ‘2’ instead. The instructions on the computer screen 
were in Dutch. Subjects could take one break if needed after half of the experiment. The oral 
instruction was in Mandarin Chinese for Mandarin Chinese subjects, whereas it was in English for 
Dutch participants. Trial order was randomized. To familiarize the task, a practice trial was given 
to participants.  
 

6.1.4 Results 

 
Results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners are presented in Tables 9 
and 10, which are illustrated by charts in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. Considering the small 
sample in this experiment, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test, a non-parametric test, was performed. 
Results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch shown in Table 9 indicates that there was a trend 
for Mandarin Chinese listeners to judge nonce words with CC onset clusters with SD=3 (i.e. tl- and 
dl-) as more Dutch word-like than nonce words with SD=2 (i.e. pm- and km-), although no 
significant difference from SDs was found (Z= - 1.505, sig.= .132 ). The stimuli with SD=3 and 
SD=1 (i.e. fm- and xm-) were rated almost equal (Z= -.394, sig.= .694). The only significant effect 
from different SDs was found in comparing the words with SD=2 and SD=1(Z= -2.200, sig.= .028), 
which showed that subjects considered the stimuli with SD=2 worse than the ones with SD=1. To 

                                                 
19 The Flexible Experiment Program (FEP) is a tool for running fully computerized perception experiments designed 
by Theo Veenker at the UiL-OTS of Utrecht University.  
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sum up, the well-formedness scale of unattested Dutch CC onset clusters of Mandarin Chinese 
listeners is: 
 
(33) fm-, xm-; tl-, dl- >> pm-, km- 
 
In this scale, we can see that Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch consider pm- and km- as the 
worst unattested Dutch onset clusters. tl- and dl- were not rated significantly higher than pm- and 
km- in this experiment, but there was a trend that the stimuli with tl- and dl- were judged more 
Dutch word-like than the ones with pm- and km-. Possibly, with the encouragement of acoustic 
attention in Experiment 4, the scale will become finer.  
 
Table 9 Results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch in the first comparative 
              wordlikeness judgment task 
 

SD=3 VS. SD=2  SD=3 VS. SD=1  SD=2 VS. SD=1  
#TL, #DL #PM, #KM #TL, #DL #FM, #XM #PM, #KM #FM, #XM 
88 65 74 79 64 87 
57.52% 42.48% 48.37% 51.63% 42.38% 57.62% 
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Figure 5 Ratings to CC onset clusters with different SDs by Mandarin Chinese listeners in 

the first comparative wordlikeness judgment task 

 

The Dutch listeners’ results are presented in Table 10. A significant effect of different SDs was 
found in the results of comparisons between the stimuli with onset clusters with SD=3 and SD=2, 
which suggests that Dutch listeners classified the nonce words with CC onset clusters of SD=3 as 
less Dutch-like words than the stimuli with SD=2 (Z= -2.295, sig.= .022). In addition, although no 
significant difference was detected in the results of comparing the stimuli with SD=3 and SD=1, 
there was a trend that the nonce words with SD=3 were judged more Dutch word-like than the 
stimuli with SD=1 by Dutch listeners (Z= -.362, sig.= .717). Furthermore, a significant effect of 
different SDs was detected in the comparison of the stimuli of SD=2 and SD=1, which indicates 
that the listeners considered the stimuli with SD=2 better than the ones with SD=1 (Z= - 1.971, 
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sig.= .049). In sum, the well-formedness scale of three types of onset clusters of Dutch listeners is: 
 
(34) pm-, km- >> tl-, dl-; fm-, xm-  
 
The scale of unattested Dutch onset clusters of Dutch listeners in (34) is different from the one of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners in (33). According to the scale in (34), Dutch listeners consider pm- 
and km- to be the best onset clusters among three types of clusters, which is the complete opposite 
judgment of Mandarin Chinese listeners. Nevertheless, Dutch listeners do not distinguish clusters 
tl- and dl- from fm- and xm- significantly like Mandarin Chinese do, although a trend occurs that tl- 
and dl- are rated as better Dutch clusters than fm- and xm-.  
 
Table 10 Results of Dutch listeners in the first comparative wordlikeness judgment 
task 
 

SD=3 VS. SD=2  SD=3 VS. SD=1  SD=2 VS. SD=1  
#TL, #DL #PM, #KM #TL, #DL #FM, #XM #PM, #KM #FM, #XM 
65 90 84 72 95 60 
41.94% 59.06% 53.85% 46.15% 61.29% 38.71% 
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Figure 6 Ratings to CC onset clusters with different SDs by Dutch listeners in the first 

comparative wordlikeness judgment task 
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6.2 The second comparative wordlikeness judgment task  

 

6.2.1 Participants 

 
Thirteen Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch with an average age of 29.62 participated in the 
experiment. They were all advanced learners of L2 Dutch, and their average length of residence in 
Holland is 12.62 years. Five of them were studying their high school or university programs which 
were taught in Dutch in Utrecht or Rotterdam. Three of them were Chinese language teachers for 
Dutch adults in Dutch in Utrecht or Nieuwegein in Holland. Three of them were employees in 
Dutch companies for years. One subject was a psychiatrist in Universitair Medisch Centrum 
(University Medicine Center) in Utrecht and one subject was a doctor in Arnhem. Every Chinese 
participant uses Dutch language in his/her daily life. The control group consisted of thirteen Dutch 
native listeners with an average age of 19.54. All of them were first year college students in Utrecht 
University.  
 

6.2.2 Materials 

 
The materials included 108 trials (see Table 11) in which the paired spoken stimuli were identical 
to the ones used in Experiment 3 (see Appendix 3). The only difference from Experiment 3 was 
that there was phonetic encouragement given to participants to realize phonetic discriminations 
among pairs. Disyllabic counterparts of the filler monosyllabic nonce words were presented four 
times each pair instead of two times in the previous experiment, yielding 36 pairs (indicated in bold 
type in Table 11). As in the previous experiment, only monosyllabic target pairs were included in 
the analysis of the results.  
 
Table 11 Trials in the second comparative wordlikeness judgment task 
 
Monosyllabic target pairs Example Number 
SD=1 vs. SD=2 fmet ~ kmaf 6 X 2=12 
SD=1 vs. SD=3 tlem ~ fmut 6 X 2=12 
SD=2 vs. SD=3 dlaf ~  pmik   6 X 2=12 
 
Monosyllabic filler words blek ~ flas  9 X 2=18 

fəmet ~ kəmaf 6 X 2=12 
təlem ~ fəmut 6 X 2=12 
dəlaf ~  pəmik   6 X 2=12 

Disyllabic counterparts of 
monosyllabic filler pairs 

bəlek ~ fəlas  9 X 2 X 2=36 
 

6.2.3 Procedure 

 
The experiment was run via the program FEP in Linux as in Experiment 3, and the procedure of 
this experiment was the same as in Experiment 3 too.  
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6.2.4 Results 

 
Table 12 and Figure 7 show the results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch in the current 
comparative wordlikeness judgment task. A significant effect of different SDs was found when 
comparing the stimuli with SD=3 (i.e. tl- and dl-) and SD=2 (i.e. pm- and km-) by the Mandarin 
Chinese listeners (Z= - 2.048, sig.= .041), which indicates that the listeners judged the nonce words 
with CC onset clusters of SD=3 more Dutch word-like than the stimuli with SD=2. The stimuli 
with SD=3 and SD=1 (i.e. fm- and xm-) were rated as equally well-formed (Z= -.223, sig.= .823). 
Again a significant effect of different SDs was found in comparing the words with SD=2 and SD=1 
(Z= -2.409, sig.= .016), which suggests that the listeners considered the stimuli with SD=2 worse 
than the ones with SD=1. To conclude, the well-formedness scale of unattested Dutch CC onset 
clusters of Mandarin Chinese listeners in this task is: 
 
(35)  fm-, xm-; tl-, dl- >> pm-, km- 
 
This scale is identical to the well-formedness scale in (33) in Experiment 3, in which Mandarin 
Chinese consider pm- and km- to be the worst Dutch unattested onset clusters. However, with more 
attention to acoustic differences, tl- and dl- were rated significantly higher than pm- and km-. 
Nevertheless, it is crucial that inevitable misperceptions must be considered. They will be 
discussed in section 6.3 below. 
 
The Dutch listeners’ results are presented in Table 13 and illustrated in Figure 8. Comparing the 
nonce words with SD=3 and SD=2, a significant effect of different SDs was found (Z= -2.014, 
sig.= .044), which suggests that Dutch listeners classified the nonce words with CC onset clusters 
with SD=3 to be less Dutch word-like than the stimuli with SD=2. In addition, a significant effect 
of different SDs occurred (Z= -2.383, sig.= .017) in the results of comparing the stimuli with SD=3  
 

Table 12 Results of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch in the second comparative 
wordlikeness judgment task 
 

SD=3 VS. SD=2  SD=3 VS. SD=1  SD=2 VS. SD=1  
#TL, #DL #PM, #KM #TL, #DL #FM, #XM #PM, #KM #FM, #XM 
92 63 76 76 56 95 
59.35% 40.65% 50% 50% 37.09% 62.91% 
 

Table 13 Results of Dutch listeners in the second comparative wordlikeness 
judgment task 
 
SD=3 VS. SD=2  SD=3 VS. SD=1  SD=2 VS. SD=1  
#TL, #DL #PM, #KM #TL, #DL #FM, #XM #PM, #KM #FM, #XM 
65 86 87 68 88 62 
42.91% 57.09% 56.13% 43.87% 58.67% 41.33% 
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Figure 7 Ratings to CC onset clusters with different SDs by Mandarin Chinese listeners in 

the second comparative wordlikeness judgment task 
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Figure 8 Ratings to CC onset clusters with different SDs by Dutch listeners in the second 

comparative wordlikeness judgment task 

  
and SD=1, which demonstrates that the nonce words with SD=3 were judged more Dutch 
word-like than the stimuli with SD=1 by Dutch listeners. Moreover, a significant effect of different 
SDs was detected in the comparison of the nonce words of SD=2 and SD=1 (Z= - 2.323, sig.= .020), 
which indicates that the listeners judged the nonce words with SD=2 more Dutch word-like than 
the ones with SD=1. Therefore, comparing the ranking in (34), a finer well-formedness scale was 
yielded by Dutch listeners in this task with the help of phonetic discrimination encouragement. To 
sum up, the well-formedness scale of unattested onset clusters by Dutch listeners in this task is: 
 
(36) pm-, km- >> tl-, dl- >> fm-, xm-  
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6.3 Discussion of the results of the two tasks 

 
The finding that both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners showed a finer well-formedness scale 
of unattested onset clusters in the second comparative task suggests that the first prediction of the 
two comparative tasks is met. Misperceptions are not solely due to the phonetic properties, but also 
to the phonological grammar of the listener. When the detail of phonetics (i.e. more disyllabic 
nonce words with schwa) was emphasized, listeners were able to perceive unattested CC onset 
clusters more accurately. In addition, they were able to perceive highly marked CC onset clusters 
more accurately. Accordingly, finer-grained well-formedness scales emerged. The findings of the 
two comparative wordlikeness judgment tasks are consistent with the second prediction according 
to which Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners show their hidden 
knowledge of the markedness of unattested CC onset clusters. As expected, the third prediction 
according to which sonority-related constraints will be active in both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch 
listeners’ perception grammar is confirmed as well. The comparisons among unattested CC onset 
clusters are judged according to their relative markedness in sonority distance. In the following 
sections, I will discuss how the second prediction is confirmed by constructing the hidden gradient 
perception grammars of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and Dutch native listeners 
respectively. An OT account for hidden phonotactic knowledge of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch 
listeners will be proposed.  
 

6.3.1 The perception grammar of Mandarin Chinese listeners  

 
At this point, the well-formedness scale of unattested Dutch CC onset clusters of Mandarin 
Chinese listeners is:  fm-, xm-; tl-, dl- >> pm-, km-. However, this ranking does not match the 
second prediction according to which the forms with more marked clusters (with smaller SDs) will 
be judged less Dutch word-like when compared to the nonce words with less marked clusters (with 
larger SDs), and vice versa. Indeed according to this scale, Mandarin Chinese listeners consider the 
most marked clusters as the best of all clusters. Why is this ranking not consistent with the 
prediction? I will argue that this is because of misperceptions of Mandarin Chinese listeners. 
Marked structures will trigger misperceptions, and more marked structures trigger more 
misperceptions, which was shown by Experiment 1 and 2 presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this 
thesis. In Experiment 1, although tl- and dl- were perceived least correctly among the clusters by 
Mandarin Chinese listeners, Mandarin Chinese listeners can perceive these two clusters well. In 
Experiment 2, it was found that the most marked unattested onset clusters fm- and xm- triggered 
most misperceptions by Mandarin Chinese listeners, in which 55.6% of monosyllabic words 
starting with fm- and 86.1% of monosyllabic stimuli starting with xm- were perceived as disyllabic 
ones (see Table 6). This finding suggests that Mandarin Chinese listeners cannot perceive 
monosyllabic nonce words with onset clusters fm- and xm- accurately, but they mainly consider 
these monosyllabic nonce words as their disyllabic counterparts. Accordingly, the well-formedness 
scale in (35) turns out to be incorrect, because highly marked onset clusters fm- and xm- are rarely 
perceived faithfully by Mandarin Chinese listeners and hence, not really appear in the scale. 
Instead, Mandarin Chinese listeners compared the nonce words starting with fəm and xəm to other 
monosyllabic nonce words. Thus, the well-formedness scale of Mandarin Chinese learners will be 
revised into: 
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(37) fəm-, xəm-; tl-, dl- >> pm-, km- 
 
According to the model of Pater (2004), unfaithful perceptions of surface forms of nonce words 
starting with fm- and xm- should be regulated by Mandarin Chinese phonological grammar and/or 
the interlanguage grammar of L2 Dutch learners in general, which results in being stored as their 
disyllabic counterparts in their mappings to lexical representations. In fact, these two onset clusters 
are the most sonority-wise marked of all three unattested onset clusters. If they are perceived 
correctly by Mandarin Chinese listeners, they must be ranked at the end of the well-formedness 
scale. Accordingly, we will get a finer-grained well-formedness scale of Mandarin Chinese 
listeners in the following: 
 
(38) fəm-, xəm-; tl-, dl- >> pm-, km- >> fm-, xm- 
 

6.3.2 The perception grammar of Dutch native listeners  

 
From the results of Experiments 1 and 2, we can see that Dutch native listeners do not show heavy 
misperceptions of the unattested CC onset clusters. In Experiment 1, their perceptions of /l/ and /r/ 
were almost perfect. In Experiment 2, although there were some misperceptions, statistically 
significant effects in perceptions of unattested CC onset clusters were not yielded. The perceptions 
of more marked onset clusters fm- and xm- were as accurate as the perceptions of less marked onset 
clusters, such as pm-, km- and tl-, dl-. In fact, they even showed more accurate perceptions of fm-, 
xm- than those of tl-, dl- and pm-, km-. Accordingly, we can conclude that Dutch native listeners 
have few misperceptions when perceiving the unattested CC onset clusters. The results of 
Experiment 3 suggested that Dutch listeners rated the onset clusters in nonce words as follows: pm-, 
km- >> tl-, dl-; fm-, xm-. Considering the possible misperceptions in this scale, when the 
encouragement of phonetic discriminations was presented in the second comparative task, 
potential misperceptions were reduced and then, a finer-grained well-formedness scale is yielded:  
 
(39) pm-, km- >> tl-, dl- >> fm-, xm- 
 

6.3.3 An OT account of hidden rankings of phonotactics  

 
In this section, I will argue that OT is a model which is well-suited to account for the observed 
hidden phonotactic knowledge of both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners in the experiments 
presented above. Crucially, the sonority-related markedness constraints are shown to be active in 
both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners’ hidden knowledge of phonotactics within the 
framework of OT. To illustrate the rankings of the CC onset clusters within OT, I will adopt the 
model of Pater (2004, presented in Section 2.2.3) to account for the perception grammars of the 
listener. In addition, instead of using standard tableaux in OT, I will adopt the comparative tableau 
format introduced by Coetzee (2004), which can show how output candidates that do not share the 
same input are related to each other in a single tableau.  
 
The comparative tableau (Coetzee 2004) is different from a standard OT tableau that compares 
different output candidates for the same input as illustrated in (1). In contrast, this type of tableau 
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compares different input ~ output mappings, of which, instead of using the usual index finger, 
Arabic numbers are given to indicate the relationship among the mappings. The comparative 
wordlikeness judgment experiment presented by Coetzee (2004) suggested that English listeners 
rated the nonce words gradiently related to their relative well-formedness as follows: [stVt] >> 
*[skVk] >> *[spVp]. What he argues is that for each nonce word, a listener first has to determine 
the nonce word with the most harmonic mapping deduced from the input. For example, the input 
for an [stVt] word is /stVt/, the input for an *[skVk] word is /skVk/, and the input for an *[spVp] 
word is /spVp/. Then the listener has to compare the three input ~ output mappings in the 
comparative wordlikeness experiment. The markedness constraints involved are stated in (40) and 
the comparative tableau is shown in (41).   
 
(40) *stVt     Do not violate *[s + stop]σ and *[t…t]σ in the same syllable. 
       *skVk    Do not violate *[s + stop]σ and *[k…k]σ in the same syllable. 
       *spVp    Do not violate *[s + stop]σ and *[p…p]σ in the same syllable. 
 
 (41) The comparative tableau in Coetzee (2004) 
 
 *spVp *skVk Faithfulness *stVt 
1 /stVt/ → [stVt/]    * 
2 /skVk/ → [skVk]  *   
3 /spVp/ → [spVp] *    
 
In (41), the mapping of /stVt/  → [stVt/] violates the lowest ranked constraint, so the number ‘1’ is 
given next to this mapping to indicate that this mapping is the best of all three candidates. The 
mapping of /spVp/ → [spVp] violates the highest ranked constraint, so the number ‘3’ is put next to 
this mapping to show that this mapping is the worst of all.  
 
As discussed above, what listeners do in the comparative wordlikeness judgment task is to compare 
input ~ output mappings, which can be modeled by the comparative tableau (Coetzee 2004). In fact, 
the input ~output mapping can be realized as the surface ~ lexical mapping in perception grammar 
in the model of Pater (2004). Thus, I will postulate an OT perception comparative tableau which 
not only illustrates the perception grammar of the surface ~ lexical mapping (S — L) for each 
nonce word, but also shows the relationship among mappings by putting Arabic numbers next to 
them. According to the model of Pater (2004), the three stages are assumed to account for the 
development of perception and production (see Section 2.2.3). In stage 1, a markedness constraint 
is fully satisfied by dominating faithfulness constraints for both perception and production. In stage 
2, the markedness constraint is minimally violated only when there is a conflict in the perception 
grammar between perceived surface forms and lexical representations. In stage 3, the markedness 
constraint is violated in both the perception and production domains and hence not active. In the 
following, two OT perception comparative tableaux will illustrate two stages of the perception 
grammar of Mandarin Chinese listeners on the basis of the results of the comparative task of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners presented in (38) above. Tableau (42) shows the final state of the 
grammar of Mandarin Chinese native speakers, in which markedness constraints are fully satisfied 
in the hierarchy of perception grammar. Mandarin Chinese language does not allow any onset 
clusters and hence, any onset clusters will be unfaithfully perceived by the listeners at this stage. 
Tableau (43) shows the initial state of interlanguage grammar of Mandarin Chinese listeners of L2 
Dutch, in which markedness constraints are minimally violated. In the comparative tableaux below, 
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three nonce words /tləm/, /kmit/ and /fmət/ are the examples for the mappings.  
 
(42) Native Mandarin Chinese listeners’ perception grammar:  
       Fully satisfied markedness constraints 

 *SD=1ons >> *SD=2
ons

 >> *SD=3
ons >> DEP (SL), DEP (LS) 20  

 
S — L *SD=1ons *SD=2ons *SD=3ons DEP (SL) DEP (LS) 
1 /fmət/ → [fəmət]    *  
2 /tləm/ → [tləm]   *   
3 /kmit/ → [kmit]  * *   
4 /fmət/ → [fmət] * * *   
 
(43) Mandarin Chinese L2 listeners’ perception grammar:  
       Minimally violated markedness constraints       
       *SD=1ons >> *SD=2

ons
 >> *SD=3

ons, DEP (SL), DEP (LS)  
 
S — L *SD=1ons *SD=2ons *SD=3ons DEP (SL) DEP (LS) 
1 /fmət/ → [fəmət]    *  
1 /tləm/ → [tləm]   *   
2 /kmit/ → [kmit]  * *   
3 /fmət/ → [fmət] * * *   
 
In (42), the /fmət/ → [fəmət] mapping is rated best, which is indicated by the ‘1’ next to its 
mapping, since it only violates the faithfulness constraint which is lower-ranked in the hierarchy. 
The /tləm/ → [tləm] mapping is rated as the second one, as indicated by the ‘2’ next to its mapping, 
and the /kmit/ → [kmit] mapping is rated as the third one, as indicated by the ‘3’ next to its 
mapping. The markedness constraints violated by these two mappings are ranked higher than the 
faithfulness constraints, and the markedness constraint *SD=2ons is ranked higher than the 
markedness constraint *SD=3ons. The /fmət/ → [fmət] mapping is rated worst among all mappings, 
which is due to its violation of the highest-ranked markedness constraint *SD=1ons in the hierarchy. 
In (43), we can see that the /fmət/ → [fəmət] and /tləm/ → [tləm] mappings are equally rated best, 
because they violate the lowest ranked constraints (either *SD=3ons or DEP (SL)), as indicated by 
the ‘1’ next to the mappings. The /kmit/ → [kmit] mapping is rated as the second one among the 
mappings, as indicated by the ‘2’ next to this mapping. It is because of its fatal violation of the 
constraint *SD=2ons which is ranked in the middle of the hierarchy. The /fmət/ → [fmət] mapping 
violates the highest ranked constraint *SD=1ons, as indicated by the ‘3’ next to the mapping.  
 
The tableaux in (42) and (43) only differ in the ranked or non-ranked markedness constraint 
*SD=3ons and faithfulness constraint DEP (SL), which indicates that Mandarin Chinese L2 
listeners have developed their perception grammar compared to that of Mandarin Chinese native 
listeners. Compared to three stages in the model of Pater (2004), clearly the perception grammar of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch in (43) is at a point between stage 1 and stage 2, where 

                                                 
20 The faithfulness constraint DEP (LS) is only active in the production grammar (i.e. lexical ~ surface mapping), but 
not in perception. But in the model of Pater (2004), faithfulness constraints are listed both in perception and production 
tableaux.  
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markedness constraints *SD=1ons and *SD=2
ons are still ranked higher than the perceptual 

faithfulness constraint DEP (SL), while one of the markedness constraints –*SD=3ons – is about to 
be ranked lower than the perception faithfulness constraint DEP (SL). It shows that although these 
Mandarin Chinese listeners are advanced L2 learners of Dutch, they are still at a very early stage of 
interlanguage grammar of phonotactics, in which they have not achieved developing the ability to 
store the least marked CC onset clusters (i.e. tl- and dl-) accurately in their lexical representations. 
However, relatively more marked CC onset clusters (i.e. pm-, km- and fm-, xm-) are not even 
lexically represented as accurately as tl- and dl- in perception by Mandarin Chinese listeners.  
 
An OT perception comparative tableau for Dutch native listeners’ perception grammar is presented 
in (44) to account for the hidden phonotactic knowledge which was summed up in (39) above. 
Again the three nonce words /tləm/, /kmit/ and /fmət/ are the examples for the mappings.  
 
(44) Dutch native listeners’ perception grammar:  
       DEP (SL), DEP (LS) >> *SD=1ons >> OCP [COR, -cont] >> *SD=2

ons
 >> *SD=3

ons 

 
S — L DEP (SL) DEP (LS) *SD=1ons OCP [COR, -cont] *SD=2ons *SD=3ons 

1 /kmit/ → [kmit]     * * 
2 /tləm/ → [tləm]    *  * 
3 /fmət/ → [fmət]   *  * * 
 
Since Dutch native listeners can perceive surface forms as they are represented lexically, the 
faithfulness constraints must outrank all the markedness constraints, and they are not violated by 
any of the mappings. Hence, Dutch native listeners’ perception grammar is exactly at stage 3 in the 
model of Pater (2004). In the tableau (44), the /kmit/ → [kmit] mapping is rated best because it 
violates the lowest ranked markedness constraint *SD=2ons as indicated by the ‘1’ next to this 
mapping.21 The /tləm/ → [tləm] mapping is rated as the second one, because it violates the second 
lowest ranked constraint OCP [COR, -cont], as indicated by the ‘2’ next to the mapping. And the 
/fmət/ → [fmət] mapping violates the highest markedenss constraint, *SD=1ons+, as indicated by the 
number ‘3’ next to the mapping.  
 
With regard to the perception grammar of Dutch native listeners, why does OCP [COR, -cont] rank 
between the sonority-related markedness constraints *SD=1ons and *SD=2

ons? I will argue that in 
Dutch language, the existence of attested onset clusters will cause the demotions of these 
sonority-related markedness constraints below faithfulness constraints in their overt grammar. 
However, no onset clusters which violate the constraint of OCP [COR, -cont] are presented to Dutch 
native speakers. Hence, the OCP [COR, -cont] constraint will not be demoted in their grammar. 
When Dutch listeners encounter unattested onset clusters, they accordingly demote sonority- 
related constraints (which are relatively lower ranked) and end up with the current hierarchy.  
 
 
 

                                                 
21 *SD=3ons is violated by every surface ~ lexical mapping, which is shaded in the tableau, so in fact *SD=2ons is 
considered as the lowest ranking constraint in this tableau. 
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7. General Discussion 
 
 
Typological research suggests that CC onset clusters with larger sonority distance are less marked 
than the ones with smaller sonority distance. Accordingly, the former type is preferred over the 
latter type typologically. Of interest is whether Dutch native listeners will have the same sensitivity 
to unattested CC onset clusters, i.e. whether they have hidden knowledge about the markedness. Of 
even more interest is whether Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch show their hidden knowledge, 
and finally how the hidden knowledge differs between L1 and L2 learners’ grammar.   
 
Experiments 1 and 2 tested the potential misperceptions of Dutch unattested CC onset clusters by 
both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners. The results demonstrated that Mandarin Chinese 
listeners had more misperceptions of these clusters than Dutch native listeners. Furthermore, 
Mandarin Chinese listeners showed systematic misperceptions in Experiment 2, which supports 
the hypothesis of the hidden knowledge of phonotactics (cf. (38)). From the comparative results of 
Experiments 3 and 4, it appears that Mandarin Chinese listeners have the hidden ranking *SD=1ons 

>> *SD=2
ons

 >> *SD=3
ons, DEP (SL), DEP (LS) in perception, in which sonority-related 

markedness constraints outrank faithfulness constraints. These high-ranked markedness 
constraints prevent the unattested CC onset clusters from being stored faithfully in lexical 
representations. However, Dutch native listeners have a different perception grammar from that of 
Mandarin Chinese listeners: DEP (SL), DEP (LS) >> *SD=1ons >> OCP [COR, -cont] >> *SD=2

ons
 

>> *SD=3ons. Faithfulness constraints dominate all markedness constraints in the Dutch native 
ranking, which prevents storing CC onset clusters in the lexicon unfaithfully.   
 
These points can be seen from the rankings of L1 and L2 Dutch listeners’ perception grammars 
illustrated in tableaux (42) – (44). If we only focus on the markedness constraints which are 
sonority-related in tableaux (42) and (44), we will find that the unattested CC onset clusters are 
ranked according to their relative markedness of sonority distance in terms of the ranking *SD=1ons 
>> *SD=2ons >> *SD=3

ons by both Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners. The onset clusters with 
SD=1 are the most marked among all clusters involved and hence, the markedness constraint 
*SD=1ons which bans CC onset clusters with SD=1 or smaller is ranked highest in this 
mini-hierarchy. On the other hand, onset clusters with SD=3 are the least marked, thus the 
markedness constraint *SD=3ons is ranked lowest in this mini-hierarchy. I will assume that the 
grammar of this sub-ranking must be universal. Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch cannot 
acquire this ranking from their native language grammar. As discussed above, although the L2 
listeners are advanced L2 listeners of Dutch, they are still at a very early stage of L2 phonotactic 
grammar. Their perception grammar is very different from that of Dutch native listeners and hence, 
they cannot have acquired this grammar from their L2 Dutch. They still have big problems in 
perceiving onset clusters accurately, so the ranking of the sonority-related markedness constraints 
is not likely to have come from input. Only if the grammar of this ranking is innate, can they 
distinguish the unattested L2 Dutch CC onset clusters in the light of this universal grammar.   
 
More interestingly, the findings show not only that sonority-related constraints play an essential 
role in the hidden phonotactic knowledge, but also that some other markedness constraints, like the 
OCP [COR, -cont] constraint are active in the hidden grammar. As found in the experiments, the 
markedness constraint OCP [COR, -cont] plays a very important role in Dutch listeners’ perception 
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grammar, but it does not play a role in Mandarin Chinese listeners’ perception grammar. As 
discussed in Section 6.3.3, the OCP [COR, -cont] constraint which bans onset clusters tl- and dl- 
with SD=3 docks between markedness constraints *SD=1ons and *SD=2

ons in Dutch listeners’ 
perception grammar, because sonority-related constraints are much easier to be demoted than this 
constraint. With respect to Mandarin Chinese listeners’ perception grammar, the ranking *SD=1ons 
>> *SD=2ons >> *SD=3

ons may be compared to a sandwich, in which another markedness 
constraint can be inserted in any place of the hierarchy.22 At this point maybe we can try to answer 
the question why Mandarin Chinese listeners had most misperceptions of tl- and dl-. This question 
remained unanswered in the discussion of Experiment 1 (see Section 4.4.2). Their weak 
perceptions of tl- and dl- are more likely due to the lacking of exposure to these two clusters, but 
not the high-ranked OCP [COR, -cont] constraint. Mandarin Chinese listeners only encounter 
attested onset clusters when learning Dutch language. Crucially none of these attested onset 
clusters violates the OCP [COR, -cont] constraint, thus this constraint never has any chance to be 
promoted in Mandarin Chinese listeners’ interlanguage grammar.  
 
The finding of the existence of hidden phonotactic knowledge in this thesis challenges the belief 
that phonotactic knowledge can be entirely projected from the lexicon (Broe & Pierrehumbert 2000, 
Dell et al., 2000). Nevertheless, the results do not deny a role for statistical lexical information 
provided by Dutch language in perception grammars of both L1 and L2 Dutch listeners. As I 
discussed in section 5.4, the high accuracy of responses to the unattested onset cluster km- can be 
attributed to the high frequency of the attested onset cluster kn- in Dutch.  
 
Moreover, the findings in this thesis suggest that although Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch are 
advanced L2 learners, they still use their native phonotactic knowledge to perceive unattested L2 
onset clusters in general. Acquiring L2 hidden phonotactic knowledge is very difficult, and 
progress in general is very limited. According to Pater (2004), they are at the period between stage 
1 and stage 2 in the model, in which faithfulness constraints are almost fully dominated by 
markedness constraints. Only the lowest-ranked sonority-related markedness constraint is ranked 
equally with faithfulness constraints. Furthermore, the markedness constraint OCP [COR, -cont] is 
not even active in their perception grammar, which again indicates that the hidden L2 phonotactic 
knowledge is difficult to acquire from input.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
22 The sandwich metaphor was suggested to me by my supervisor Prof. Dr. René Kager.  
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8. Conclusion 
 
 
This thesis has investigated the hidden phonotactic knowledge of learners in terms of a case study 
which examined the perception of unattested Dutch CC onset clusters with different sonority 
distances of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch native listeners. The study first examined potential 
misperceptions of unattested Dutch CC onset clusters of Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch and 
Dutch native listeners to tap their hidden phonotactic knowledge about markedness of these 
clusters. The study then examined the sonority-related preferences about the unattested Dutch CC 
onset clusters of both groups of listeners by carrying out two comparative wordlikeness tasks. 
 
Experiment 1 examined the perception of Dutch liquids /l/ and /r/ of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch 
listeners. The results show that both groups of listeners are able to distinguish /l/ and /r/ well in 
spite of some misperceptions. Compared to the perception of CC onset clusters by Dutch listeners, 
Mandarin Chinese listeners were found to have more misperceptions of these onset clusters. 
Especially the unattested CC onset clusters tl- and dl- triggered most misperceptions among the 
onset clusters by Mandarin Chinese listeners. Examination of vowel epenthesis in Experiment 2 
revealed that the markedness of CC onset clusters played a role in perceptions of Mandarin Chinese 
listeners. When the markedness of unattested onset clusters increases, Mandarin Chinese listeners 
tend to perceive monosyllabic nonce words with more marked CC onset clusters less accurately 
(e.g., fmet) and to perceive the disyllabic counterparts of these monosyllabic words (e.g., fəmet, the 
counterpart of fmet) more accurately. Their dispreference for more marked monosyllabic onset 
clusters not only prevents the faithful representation of monosyllabic nonce words, but also 
prohibits the unfaithful lexical representation of their disyllabic counterparts. Although Dutch 
listeners showed that they have misperceptions of the unattested CC onsets, Dutch listeners did not 
show hidden ranking of phonotactics systematically in this experiment. It seems that the 
markedness of the onset clusters is not the only source of misperceptions. Surprisingly, the 
monosyllabic nonce words with most marked structures triggered least misperceptions (e.g., fmet 
was perceived as fəmet); while their disyllabic counterparts triggered most misperceptions (e.g., 
fəmet, the counterpart of fmet, was perceived as fmet). As I discussed in section 5.4, besides the 
sonority distance, some factors such as the OCP constraint and lexical frequency of similar clusters 
also play a role when perceiving the clusters.  
 
The findings of Experiments 3 and 4 suggest that the misperceptions of unattested CC onset 
clusters are not solely due to their phonetic properties. When phonetic discrimination was 
encouraged, listeners were able to perceive unattested CC onset clusters more accurately, 
accordingly yielding finer perception grammars. In spite of the nonexistence of the CC onset 
clusters in the Dutch lexicon, it transpires both from Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 that not only 
Dutch native listeners but also Mandarin Chinese L2 listeners of Dutch have hidden knowledge of 
phonotactics of the markedness of unattested CC onset clusters. Sonority-related markedness 
constraints play an essential role when comparing the perception of nonce words with unattested 
CC onset clusters of both groups of listeners. To account for the differences in hidden phonotactic 
knowledge of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch listeners, I followed the model of Pater (2004) and 
Coetzee (2004) and proposed the OT perception comparative tableau. Mandarin Chinese listeners 
have the hidden ranking *SD=1ons >> *SD=2

ons
 >> *SD=3

ons, DEP (SL), DEP (LS) in perception, 
in which sonority-related markedness constraints fully outrank faithfulness constraints. These 
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high-ranked markedness constraints prevent the unattested CC onset clusters from being stored 
faithfully in lexical representations. However, for Dutch native listeners, besides the 
sonority-related markedness constraints, an OCP constraint – OCP [COR, -cont] – is also active in 
their grammar. Their perception grammar differs from that of Mandarin Chinese: DEP (SL), DEP 
(LS) >> *SD=1ons >> OCP [COR, -cont] >> *SD=2

ons
 >> *SD=3

ons. In the Dutch native ranking, 
faithfulness constraints dominate all markedness constraints, which prevents storing CC onset 
clusters in the lexicon unfaithfully. Comparing the rankings of the two grammars, a sub-ranking 
*SD=1ons >> *SD=2

ons
 >> *SD=3

ons can be extracted, in which the unattested CC onset clusters are 
ranked according to their relative markedness of sonority distance. This ranking must be universal, 
since Mandarin Chinese listeners do not get it from their native language, and they cannot acquire it 
from their target language either. Into this universal ranking, other markedness constraints which 
are not sonority-related can be inserted in this ranking to ban onset clusters in different ways. In 
this study, the markedness constraint OCP [COR, -cont] appears in this universal ranking and docks 
between two sonority-related constraints SD=1ons and *SD=2

ons
 to ban onset clusters tl- and dl- in 

Dutch native listeners’ grammar. However, for Mandarin Chinese listeners of Dutch, the OCP 
[COR, -cont] constraint does not even play a role in their grammar, which means that this constraint 
must be ranked lower than any of the sonority-related constraints.  
 
This study only investigated hidden phonotactic knowledge about CC onset clusters, but it did not 
address the hidden phonotactic knowledge about more complex onset clusters and complex coda 
clusters. According to the Sonority Sequencing Principle (see (14) in Section 2.4.1), there must be 
sonority-related constraints which account for the preferences of codas. Some questions remain 
unanswered in this thesis. As for misperceptions, do L1 and L2 listeners adopt identical strategies 
(phoneme confusion and vowel epenthesis) as they did in this study? How do the sonority-related 
markedness constraints on codas rank in L1 and L2 listeners’ hidden grammars? Do markedness 
constraints such as OCP [COR, -cont] play the same role as they do in onset positions in this study? 
In sum, the question whether L1 and L2 listeners display similar patterns of hidden phonotactic 
knowledge of coda clusters awaits further research. 
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Appendixes 
 
 

Appendix 1 The nonce words in Experiment 1 

 
Target words    

 
 

                                                                                                              
                                                                
Filler words   

 

plœp blεk klœng flɑs                      vlεf 

plœng blIt klɔg flεk vlεn 

plIng blœp klεng flIng vlɔng 

prɑl brεf krɑf frεp vrεp 

prIt brIn krIt frɑs vrɔf 

prɔk brɔp krɔl frœt vrœm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Unattested onset clusters                               Attested onset clusters 

tlɔm   dlIp trɑk drεl 

tlɑf dlɔt trεl                           drɔt 

tlœs dlœf trœp drœf 

tlεf dlεs trɑf drɑm 

tlεs dlus trœl                           drɑl 

tlɔp dlIm trIs drɑs 

tlœf dlɑn   trIf                           drœs 

tlœk dlIt trœm drIp 

tlIs dlɑf trεt                          drεm 

tlεm dlɔf trɔk   drɔk 
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Appendix 2 The nonce words in Experiment 2 

 

Target words 

Monosyllabic words  

SD=3 SD=2 SD=1 

tlœk pmIk fmεt 

tlIs pmœs                               fmεs 

tlεm pmɔl fmœt 

dlIt kmεp                               xmɔs 

dlɑf kmIt                                xmɑp 

dlɔf kmɑf xmœt 

 
Disyllabic words 

təlœk pəmIk fəmεt 

təlIs pəmœs                               fəmεs 

təlεm pəmɔl fəmœt 

dəlIt kəmεp                               xəmɔs 

dəlɑf kəmIt                                xəmɑp 

dəlɔf kəmɑf xəmœt 

 
 
Filler words 

Monosyllabic words 

blεk flɑs                     prɑl 

blIt flεk prIt 

blœp flIng prɔk 

 
Disyllabic words 

bəlεk fəlɑs                      pərɑl 

bəlIt fəlεk pərIt 

bəlœp fəlIng pərɔk 
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Appendix 3 The nonce words in Experiment 3 and 4 

 

Target words 

Monosyllabic words  

SD=3 SD=2 SD=1 

tlœk pmIk fmεt 

tlIs pmœs                               fmεs 

tlεm pmɔl fmœt 

dlIt kmεp                               xmɔs 

dlɑf kmIt                                xmɑp 

dlɔf kmɑf xmœt 

 
Disyllabic words 

təlœk pəmIk fəmεt 

təlIs pəmœs                               fəmεs 

təlεm pəmɔl fəmœt 

dəlIt kəmεp                               xəmɔs 

dəlɑf kəmIt                                xəmɑp 

dəlɔf kəmɑf xəmœt 

 
 
Filler words 

Monosyllabic words 

plœp blεk flɑs                      

plœng blit flεk 

pling blœp fling 

 
Disyllabic words 

pəlœp bəlεk fəlɑs                      

pəlœng bəlIt fəlεk 

pəlIng bəlœp fəlIng 
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Appendix 4 Instruction of Experiment 1 

 
Mandarin Chinese Instruction: 
 
        在这个实验中，您听到的所有单词都是没有意思的荷兰语单词，这些单词都不存在于
荷兰语中。在您点击屏幕上的“开始”之后，实验马上就开始了。在每听到一个单词后，

请您判断一下您听到的是荷兰语的/l/还是荷兰语的/r/。如果您认为您听到的是/l/，请用鼠标
点击屏幕上的‘L’; 如果您认为您听到的是/r/，请用鼠标点击屏幕上的‘R’。在这个实验中将
会有四个休息时间，如果有需要，您可以休息一下。这个实验可能将持续5分钟。 
 
English Instruction: 
 
In this experiment, the stimuli you will hear are all non-sense Dutch words. They do not exist in the 
current Dutch language. After you click ‘start’ on the computer screen, the experiment will start 
immediately. Every time after you hear a non-sense word, please decide whether you hear Dutch /l/ 
or Dutch /r/. If you think that you hear /l/, please click ‘L’ on the computer screen, and if you think 
that you hear /r/, please click ‘R’. In the experiment, there will be four breaks. You can take them if 
you need them. This experiment might last for 5 minutes.  
 
 

Appendix 5 Instruction of Experiment 2 

 
Mandarin Chinese Instruction: 
 
        在这个实验中，您听到的所有单词都是没有意思的荷兰语单词，这些单词都不存在于
荷兰语中。在您点击屏幕上的“开始”之后，实验马上就开始了。在每听到一个单词后，

请您判断一下您听到的是一个音节还是两个音节。如果您认为您听到的是一个音节，请用

鼠标点击屏幕上的数字‘1’; 如果您认为您听到的是两个音节，请用鼠标点击屏幕上的数字
‘2’。在这个实验中将会有四个休息时间，如果有需要，您可以休息一下。这个实验可能将
持续5分钟。 
 
English Instruction: 
 
In this experiment, the stimuli you will hear are all non-sense Dutch words. They do not exist in he 
current Dutch language. After you click ‘start’ on the computer screen, the experiment will start 
immediately. Every time after you hear a non-sense word, please decide whether you hear one or 
two syllables. If you think that you hear one syllable, please click the number ‘1’ on the computer 
screen, and if you think that you hear two syllables, please click the ‘2’. In the experiment, there 
will be four breaks. You can take it if you need them. This experiment might last for 5 minutes.  
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Appendix 6 Instruction of Experiments 3 & 4 

 
Mandarin Chinese Instruction: 
  
        在这个实验中，您将会听到一组一组的单词，所有的这些单词都是没有意思的荷兰语
单词，这些单词都不存在于荷兰语中。在您点击屏幕上的“Om te Beginnen”之后， 实验
马上就开始了。在每听到一组单词后，请您判断一下在您听到的这两个单词之中哪个单词

更像一个真正的荷兰语单词。如果您觉得第一个单词更像一个荷兰语单词，请按按键‘1’; 如
果您觉得第二个单词更像一个荷兰语单词，请按按键‘2’。在正式测试之前，我们将会有一
个小练习让您先熟悉一下这个实验的过程。在这个实验中将会有一个休息时间，如果有需

要，您可以休息一下。这个实验可能将持续15分钟。 
 
English Instruction: 
 
In this experiment, you will hear pairs of stimuli in sequence, and all the stimuli you will hear are 
non-sense Dutch words. They do not exist in the current Dutch language. After you click ‘Om te 
Beginnen’ on the computer screen, the experiment will start immediately. Every time after you hear 
a pair of non-sense words, please decide which non-sense word you think is more Dutch word-like. 
If you think the first one is more Dutch word-like, please push the button ‘1’ on the button board, 
and if you think the second one is more Dutch word-like, please push the button ‘2’. In the 
experiment, there will be one break. You can take it if you need it. This experiment might last for 15 
minutes.  
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